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ABSTRACT 

The objective of this research is to propose, characterize and design a new class of low- 

cost and high-quality microsûip integrated low-pas and band-pass filters for 

application in wireless communication and radar systems. The whole content of this 

work is organized into three main parts: aperture compensation technique, low-loss 

microstrip low-pas filter, and ultra-broadband microstrip band-pass filter. 

First of dl, a brief introduction is made on the basic theory of transmission line low- 

pass and band-pass filters, the state-of-the-art of typical microstrip filters, as well as 

their related synthesis and optimization design procedures. 

Secondly, an aperture compensation technique is presented for the microstrip line 

structure by partiaily removing its backside ground plane that is used for the realization 

of low-loss microstrip line with high impedance as well as parallel-coupled microstrip 

line (PCML) with tight coupling strength. Their electrical characteristics are 

investigated and discussed for different apernue sizes, thmugh the use of a fullwave EM 

software developed in our group. 

Thirdly, a microstrip line with backside aperture is used as an equivalent series 

inductance for the optirnized design of a low-loss microstrip low-pass filter due to its 

high impedance. After its electrical behavior is characterized in tems of a general- 

puxpose equivalent circuit topology, this filter is optimally designed by applying the HP 

Momentum Software to simuIate its entire layout. A füter is fhricated and measured to 

well verify our predicted results over a wide frequency range (1.0 to 10.0 GHz). 



Fourthly, a novel class of minianirized, multi-pole and ultra-broadband microstrip band- 

pas  fiiters is developed by linking the two identical PCML sections with kks ide  

aperture through a microstrip line. On the basis of an equivalent J-inverter based circuit, 

its operating mechanism is physically studied to illustrate its multi-pole and ultra-broad 

pas-band that is basicaüy attributed by a tight coupling of the PCML and first-/second- 

order resonant modes of the line resonator. Further, a capacitively loaded line resonator 

is fonnujated for this filter for an effective realization of wide and deep out-of-band 

rejection. Through the HP Momentum, two types of broadband microstrip band-pass 

filter are optimally designed with the aim of rninimizing their return loss inside the 

broad pass-band. Also, one filter sample is fabricated and its measured results are in 

excellent agreement with our optimized results, showing attractive performance with 

rerum loss of about -20dB and bandwidth of 60% to 70%. 

Finally, the msearch work is briefly summarized and future prospects on this research 

topic are also describeci. 



Étude d'une nouvelle classe de nitre passe-bas et passe-bande 
microruban compensé par ouverture 

Avec la forte croissance, au cours des dernières années, du marché des services de 

télécommunications, les technologies RF et micro-ondes sans fils utilisant les circuits 

planaires ont suscité un intérêt sans cesse grandissant dans le milieu industriel. Cet 

intérêt marqué est attribuable au faible coQt, à la compacité des circuits et la facilité de 

production de masse de ces dispositifs. Les filtres utilisant des lignes de transmission 

planaires ont été abondamment étudiés, étant considérés comme un élément clé des 

circuits et sous-systèmes planaires intégrés. 

En général, les filtres peuvent être classifiés en circuit passe-bas, passe-bande, coupe- 

bande et passe-haut. Durant les demières ddcennies, des recherches approfondies ont 

permis de développer une procédure de synthèse systématique se basant sur un simple 

prototype de filtre passe-bas composé d'élCments discrets, inductances et capacités, en 

cascade. Selon la réponse en fréquence, ils peuvent être spécifiés en filtre sans 

ondulation, Chebyshev (ou à ondulation constante) et elliptique. Cependant le filtre 

Chebychev est le plus utilisé dans la pratique courante. Mon intérêt principal se portera 

sur la conception théorique et pratique d'une nouvelle classe de filtre passe-bas et 

passe-bande intégré, qui sera présentée dans ce mdmoire. 

Un fütre passe-bas microruban est composé de plusieurs sections de ligne microruban 

(LM) cascadées, avec différentes largeurs de lignes (minces et larges), afin d'obtenir 

l'impédance caractéristique désirée (élevée ou faible). Une section de LM haute 

impédance permet d'obtenir une inductance série quasi-discdte tandis qu'une section 

de LM basse impédance est équivalente à une capacité paralli9e. Une LM basse 

impédance est facilement réalisable en élargissant la largeur de la ligne, toutefois iI est 

plus problématique de construire une LM haute impédance en réduisant la largeur de la 



ligne, étant dom€ les fortes pertes par conduction, les difficultés de fabrication amenées 

par la grande précision requise et les effets parasites causés par l'épaisseur de la ligne. 

D'un autre côt& un fdtre microruban passebande est habituellement formé en agençant 

ensemble plusieurs résonateurs microrubans demi-longueurs d'ondes de façon Zi obtenir 

des éléments de LM couplés parallèlement (LMCP). Chaque LMCP est introduite entre 

deux dsonateurs micronibans adjacents. Un couplage élevé entre deux lignes de cet 

arrangement de LMPC est toujours requis dans la conception d'un filtre microniban 

passe-bande possédant une grande largeur de bande. Pour l'obtenir, la façon habituelle 

consiste ii réduire la largeur des LM et des espacements entre celles-ci. Cependant, ceci 

conduit à une augmentation rapide des pertes par conduction ainsi que des difficultés de 

fabrication de LM diroites. 

Dans ce travail, une technique utilisant la compensation par ouverture est proposée et 

appliquée à la dalisation de LM faible perte possddant une impédance cafact6ristique 

dlevte et de LMCP possédant un couplage élevé. Celles-ci sont réalisées en créant une 

ouverture dans le plan & masse sous la ligne ou les lignes couplées. A l'aide de cette 

ouverture, il est possible d'alléger grandement le fort couplage présen: entre la ligne 

conductrice et le plan de masse. La LM haute impédance et les LMCP avec fort 

couplage et faible pette par conduction peuvent être réalisées en gardant les lignes 

électriquement larges. 

En fait, la pmédure de conception utilisée il date, a é d  essentiellement développée en 

assumant l'indépendance fiéquentielle des param&tres des tléments discrets sur toute la 

bande de fréquence. semble alon dificile d'appliquer cette procédure à la conception 

de filtre passe-bande ii large bande (BW>20%). En effet, tous les éldments, comme les 

résonateurs microrubans ainsi que des sections de lignes couplées, sont fortement 

dépendants de la Fre'quence. En utilisant le fort couplage des LMCP avec une ouverture 

dans le plan de masse, une nouvelle classe àe filtre passe-bande microruban multi-pôIes, 



miniaturisé et à large bande est présentée pour la première fois en anachant un 

résonateur microruban uniforme ou non-uniforme entre les deux sections de LMCP. 

En utilisant les approximations analytiques, les performances des LM sans ouvernire 

dans Ie plan de masse sont premihement étudiées sous trois différents aspects : la 

constante diélectrique effective (w), l'impédance caractéristique (Zo) et le coefficient 

de perte par conduction (a). Nos résultats démontrent une augmentation graduelle de 

Zo et une diminution de ~ r r ~  lorsque la largeur de la ligne (W) diminue tandis que rn est 

pour une grande portion des pertes totales et augmente rapidement avec W. En outre, il 

apparait difficile d'obtenir un Zo élevé en gardant les pertes par conduction basses. Dans 

ce travail, une ligne microruban compensée par ouverture (LM-CO) est créée en 

enlevant une partie du plan de masse sous le conducteur. Cette LM-CO permet 

d'obtenir une impédance caractéristique élevée tout en gardant ~ l c  bas, simplement en 

élargissant l'ouverture dans le plan de masse tout en gardant la ligne conductrice large. 

Étant donné qu'il n'y a pas de logiciel disponible permettant la caractérisation de cette 

LM-CO, le logiciel de simulation électromagnétique SOC-MoM, développé à notre 

laboratoire, est employé pour modéliser le deux ports comprenant la LM-CO et deux 

lignes externes permettant l'excitation ainsi que pour extracter le modèle équivalent du 

circuit. 

Cette structure LM-CO peut être caractérisée par un circuit équivalent comprenant une 

réactance inductive série (iXt) et deux réactances capacitives parallèles (m), lesquelles 

peuvent être à leur tour représentées par des éléments discrets (L et C) à basse 

fréquence. Des simulations ont été effectuées avec différentes valeurs de longueur (IL) 

et largeur (Wa) d'ouverture. Les résultats montrent que l'inductance série (L) augmente 

linéairement et la capacité parallèle (C) s'élève Iégèrement en fonction de IL. Lorsque 

W a  est élargi, L augmente Iégèrement tandis que C reste à un niveau élevé, Si WQ est 

augmenté audelà de la largeur du conducteur (W), L augmente linéairement et C 

diminue rapidement. 



Dans ce travail, une technique d'extraction simple est developpée afin de dériver 

l'impédance caractéristique (Zo) et la constante diélectrique effective (&y) de la LM- 

CO à partir des pararnetm calculés, jXi et j 3 ~  Les param&es jXi et ~ B L  comptent pour 

la totalité des propriétés électriques du deux ports LM-CO, incluant les effets des 

discontinuités entre la LM permettant d'exciter la structure et la section LM-CO. Deux 

structures de LM-CO de longueurs différentes, la et 6, permettent L'extraction &s 

paramètres d'une LM-CO uniforme de longueur l ~ = l b - l ~ ~  Cette technique de 

deplacement des plans & références est développ& afin d'enlever les effets des 

discontinuités entre la LM et la LM-CO. Les résultats ddmontrent que Zo augmente 

premièrement lentement et ensuite rapidement quand Wu augmente. D'un autre côté, 

~ i c g  diminue lentement puis ensuite rapidement suivant l'augmentation de WU. Avec 

W=0,2mm, Zo est d'environ 125R pour Was3.0 mm et peut être élevé sur une grande 

plage en élargissant l'ouverture (WU). 

Le comportement du couplage des LMCP traditionnelles a étk largement étudié en 

utilisant le concept des deux impédances caract6ristiques, Zoc et Zou, correspondant aux 

modes quasi-TEM pair et impair. Plusieurs équations approchées de conception sont 

utilisées dans ce travail pour évaluer thdoriquement le degré de couplage. Comme la 

largeur du conducteur (W) aupente, Za et Zoo se trouvent diminuer rapidement. 

Lorsque la largeur de la fente (S) augmente, Zac et Zoo se ddplace vers le haut et vers le 

bas respectivement. Ces résultats illustrent que le degré de couplage peut être augmenté 

en réduisant S et W. Mais, ceci peut conduire à une augmentation des pertes par 

conduction ainsi que des effets parasites dus à t'épaisseur des conducteurs. 

Pour parvenir ik un couplage élevé, une ligne microniban couplée paralidement 

compensée par ouverture (LMCP-CO) est réalisée en enlevant une partie du plan de 

masse sous les conducteurs couples. Ce deux-ports LMCP-CO avec deux LM externes 

peut être caractérisé par le circuit équivalent d'un inverseur J composé de la 

susceptance de l'inverseur (4 et de dewt sections de Lignes de transmission (62). Ce 



modèle tient compte du couplage entre les deux lignes conductrices ainsi que des autres 

effets parasites. La susceptance (J) ne représente pas seulement le degré de couplage 

mais nous permet aussi de concevoir efficacement le filtre passe-bande en terme de 

cascade de circuits équivalents. 

En utilisant le logiciel SOC-MoM, tous les paramètres, J et &, peuvent être dérivés à 

partir de la matrice Y symétrique calculée du deux-ports. Nos résultats sont obtenus 

pour différentes largeurs d'ouverture (WU) de cette LMCP-CO pour une large bande de 

fdquence et fournissent un bon aperçu du comportement du couplage. Premièrement, la 

susceptance nonnalis6 J/Yo augmente légèrement puis diminue graduellement lorsque la 

frdquence augmente et ce pour toutes les largeurs d'ouverture (Wu). Lorsque Wa est 

élargie, JNo augmente B sa valeur maximale de 0,7 à partie de 0,27 pour Wa=Omm. 

Ceci nous montre que la compensation par ouverture nous permet d'obtenir un couplage 

beaucoup plus élevé. Si Wa est encore élargie, la valeur maximale de J/Yo peut être 

élevée à un niveau supérieur à 1. D'un autre côté, la longueur électrique 6Y2 augmente 

approximativement linéairement en fonction de la fréquence et la valeur maximale de 

JIYO apparaît autour 2~ la fréquence oii M=W9 

Maintenant, la LM-CO est utilisée comme inductance série dans la conception d'un 

filtre passe-bas à faible perte. Un fdtre passe-bas à cinq étages est conçu en raccordant 

deux LM-CO et trois LM ensemble et est termin6 par deux lignes externes 5OR. Un 

circuit équivalent est présenté afin d'optimiser ce fiItre en utilisant une procédure basée 

sur les éléments discrets. Dans ce modèle, la LM420 est caractérisée par un circuit 

équivalent en ~r avec une inductance série QX) et deux capacités parallèles (jB) tandis 

que la LM et simplifiée à une simple ligne de transmission avec une impédance 

caractéristique (Zo) et une longueur électrique (8). 

Dans un premier temps, les piuantebes du circuit,jXi et jBt, sont obtenus en fonction de 

la longueur de i'ouverture (It) pour une largeur de Ligne W=0.2mm et une largeur 



d'ouverture W;1=3,0mm suus la bande de fréquence comprise entre 1,O et 10,U GHz. 

Ensuite, la réponse en fréquence de ce filtre passe-bas est conçue de façon optimale en 

terme du modele de circuit améliom5 avec les param&es statiques et dynamiques du 

circuit. La matrice finale ABCD du filtre est obtenue en multipliant plusieurs matrices 

ABCD associées aux cinq parties du filtre, ensuite les pertes d'insertion IS2A et les 

pertes de retour &III sont ddrivées à partir de transformations de la matrice obtenue. Les 

pertes de retour ISIA obtenues sont d'environ -15 dB dans la partie passe-bas (< 3,O 

GHz) et augmentent rapidement ii la valeur maximale de O dB, démontrant le caractère 

coupe-haut. La valeur minimale du Bzrl augmente de fqon significative h -27 dB dans 

le cas statique tandis qu'elle monte jusqu'h -23 dB dans le cas dynamique. 

Afin d'ttudier le comportement Blectrique de façon plus pdcise, le logiciel HP 

Momenrum est employé pour simuler les champs électromagnétiques du filtre en entier 

en augmentant le nombre de maille ainsi qu'en utilisant un maillage non unifonne aux 

discontinuités. Toutefois, ceci amène quelques problèmes dans la proc6dut.e 

d'optimisation tel que un temps de simulation très long et une large utilisation de la 

mbmoire. La proctdure de conception est entreprise en ajustant Iég&ement le nombre 

limité de dimensions du filtre de départ, lesquelles sont d6terminées par le modèle 

circuit d l i o r é .  La réponse en fci8quence sirnulde est obtenue pour différentes 

longueurs d'ouverture (D) et longueurs de lignes microrubans (LI, qui sont : D=3,0mm 

et L=4,2mm ainsi que D=2,9mm et L=4,6mm. Nous pouvons observer une bonne 

correspondance entre les méthodes sur toute la ban& de fréquence @ I , O  C? 10,O GHz). 

Les pertes d'insertion ISÎII minimales de -272 dB et -27,s dB respectivement se 

comparent au -23 dB obtenu à partir du modele circuit amélioré. Les pertes de retour 

ISi I l maximales sont de -1 $0 dû. 

En utilisant le filtre optimisé, un filtre passe-bas B LM-CO est fabriqué et mesuré afin 

de le comparer aux rhultats théoriques. Afin & mesurer la réponse en Mquence, les 

deux lignes micmmbims 50 flde sortie sont interconnectks aux ports de l'analyseur de 
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réseau. Li procédure est effectub en utilisant l'option de calibration deux pom 

complète. Dans ce cas, les trois changes de référence, soit le circuit ouvert, le circuit 

ferme et la charge adaptée, permettent de calibrer au bout des lignes coaxiales. Les 

lignes coaxiales sont alors interconnectées directement ensemble afin de vérifier les 

performances de transmission et d'adaptation. Après cette calibration, le filtre passe-bas 

est interconnecte aux câbles de l'analyseur et la réponse en Mquence est mesurée en 

utilisant la caiibration pré-établie. 

La réponse en fréquence mesurée, soit ISzA et ISIII, présente environ le même 

comportement de filtrage que ceux obtenus à partir du modèle circuit amélioré et de la 

simulation HP Momentum sur toute la bande de fréquence (1,O à 10,O GHz). Les pertes 

de retour ~SIII maximales dans le filtre passe-bas sont de -16 dB et les pertes d'insertion 

minimales après la fréquence de coupure sont de -26 dB. En comparant les trois 

réponses en fréquence obtenues, nous pouvons affirmer que les résultats sont plus près 

des résultats simules par HP Momentum que ceux calculés par le modéle circuit 

amélioré. 

Maintenant, nous aborderons l'étude du couplage intense de la structure proposée 

LMCP-CO et de son application dans la conception d'un nouveau type de filtre 

microruban large bande miniaturisé. Comme il a été discuté auparavant, une large 

ouverture dans le plan de masse permet d'augmenter fortement le couplage maximal 

(J/Yo). Les paramètres de l'inverseur J du circuit équivalent peuvent être extraits 

efficacement à partir des calculs effectués par le logiciel SOC-MoM. 

Les param&tres extraits sur une large bande (1,O à 10,O GHz) indiquent que JRo varie 

périodiquement en fonction de la fréquence pour toutes les différentes largeurs 

d'ouverture. Ceci peut être intetprét6 par Ie fait que le couplage entre deux conducteurs 

couplés parailèIement dépend fortement de la longueur électrique des sections de 

LMCP, c'est-à-dire L/Â,o. Le J/Yo maximale appardt autour des Mquences où 
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4 L / Â g ,  =(Zn - 1 )  et le J f f o  nul est p h  de la Mquence où 4 L / Â g ,  = 2n ( n  = I ou 2 ). 

De plus, la valeur maximale de J/Yo augmente significativement de 0,6 à 1,2, au-dessus 

de 1, lorsque Wu passe de 1,4 à $0 mm. D'un autre CM, la longueur électrique (tB) 

augmente rapidement, passant de 19 h 2600 lorsque la fréquence varie de 1,O à 16,O 

GHz. En regardant Jflo et 6E ensemble, on remarque que le maximum de J f f o  apparaît 

aux alentours de la Mquence oii O ! @  ou 27@ tandis que les nuls ( J f f o )  apparaissent 

autour de 8/2= 1800. 

Les paramttres du réseau inverseur J sont alors transformds en matrice de param8tre S 

afin d'évaluer le comportement électrique en fréquence. Les simulations des pertes de 

retour et de transmission, ISliI & ISzll, sont obtenues pour différentes largeurs 

d'ouverture (W~=2.2mrn et ROmm). Les résultats montrent bien un comportement de 

filtre passe-bande avec un ou deux pôles, démontrant que le J/Yo distribué en fréquence 

peut générer sa propre bande passante autour des fréquences où J f f o  est maximale et 

proche de 1. 

Maintenant, une nouvelle classe de filtre passe-bande microniban est présentée et 

conçue en utilisant le type de couplage @sent dans les LMCP-CO. Le filtre prototype 

est formulé en insérant une section & ligne microniban uniforme entre deux sections 

identiques de LMCP-CO. Comme décrit précédemment, la section LMCP-CO est 

caractérisée par un inverseur & susceptance J et deux lignes électriques de longueurs 

8/2. La ligne centrale peut être vue comme un facteur de phase (@ additionnel, la 

longueur électrique totale (@) devient alors une somme de trois composantes, 

dWX2+@6E, pour former un résonateur électrique équivalent. Ce résonateur est 

choisi afin de générer deux pôles additionnels du filtre passe-bande à partir des modes 

de résonance de premier et deuxibme ordre, corre.qondant aux cas e l 8 0  'et -360 O. 



En se basant sur le théorème des lignes de transmission, l'admittance d'entrée (Yin) est 

facilement déduite et exprimée en fonction de 4 Yo et @. Le coefficient de réflexion 

(Si i )  peut alors être formulé dans le but d'avoir une meilleure compréhension des ses 

performances de filtrage. Nous pouvons observer qu'il existe plusieurs pôles aux 

fréquences où e l 8 0  4 @=36O 'et J=Yo. À notre connaissance, les deux premiers pôles 

correspondent à la première fréquence de résonance. Le ou les deux derniers 

proviennent de la susceptance accrue de l'inverseur I (J=Y~): 

La réponse en fréquence du filtre LMCP-CO a été premihnent obtenue pour une 

longueur d'ouverture D=S,Omm et une ligne centrale L=4,9mm pour la bande de 

fréquence comprise entre I,O et 10,O GHz, démontrant un comportement passe-bande 

dans la egion d'intdrêt. Dans le cas d'une ouverture mince (Wa=1,4mm), seulement 

deux @les sont observés. lis apparaissent aux Mquences de résonance de demi et 

pleine longueur d'onde, dénommées par Foi et Fo2, correspondant à el809 &360°. 

La valeur maximale de 1 apparaît à 0,8Yo, indiquant un relativement faible couplage qui 

correspond à un mauvais comportement de filtre passe-bande dont les pertes de retour 

minimales sont lS11l=-6,0dB entre For et Fm et le pôb amené par J=Yo est absent. 

Lorsque Wu élargit à 2,2mm, ISiA démît rapidement et sa forme est séparée en deux 

parties par rapport au pâle central. Ce pôle additionnel est généré par la valeur 

maximale de la suceptance de l'inverseur I qui tend vers Yo. Lorsque Wa augmente 

jusqu'à 3,0mm, il est possible d'observer un pôle se divisant en deux dans la bande 

passante. À son maximum hYo, les cieux fréquences ou J=Yo correspondent aux deux 

pôles additionnels. Cependant, lSiA est Iargement dégrad6 dans la bande passante car 

J>>Yo. Ce filtre est alors conçu afin d'obtenir une faible perte de retour dans la bande 

passante en ajustant tégérernent la Iargueur de l'ouverture Wa=2,5mm. Nous trouvons 

qu'à son maximum J=I,OSYo et les pertes de retour sont réduites avec succès à -1 7.0 

dB en partant de -9,û dB quand l'ouverture était &gale & Wa=3,0mni. Les quatre pôles 



sont dispersés s u  une large bande (3,8 à 7,8 GHz) et les pertes d'insertion sont 

inférieures à 4,2dB. 

Dans le but de vérifier les résultats calculés ainsi que d'obtenir une réponse en 

fréquence plus précise, le logiciel Momentum de HP est utilisé afin de caractériser le 

filtre en entier. Les résultats de la simulation Momentum confirment raisonnablement 

ceux obtenus par le modèle circuit sur une large bande de fréquence. Mais il existe 

quelques différences notables. En réduisant Wa à 2, h m  les pertes de retour, ISIII, dans 

la bande passante passent à -16 dB, un résultat bien meilleur que le -8,2 dB obtenu par 

la première simulation. Notre attention se portera maintenant sur la suppression 

harmonique non-désirable de la bande passante, obsewtk dans le filtre dont nous 

venons de parier, 

Pour ce faire, un résonateur composé d'une LM non-uniforme est construit en ajoutant 

deux tronçons circuit ouvert au milieu de la ligne centrale. Cette paire de tronçons peut 

être vue comme une susceptance capacitive court-circuit m). À la position centrale 

nous obtenons un court-circuit pour le premier et troisiéme mode de résonance (mode 

impair) et un circuit ouvert pour le deuxième et quatrième mode de résonance (mode 

pair). L'ajout de ces tronçons doit permettre de diminuer efficacement la deuxième et 

quatrième fréquence de résonance tandis que la première et la misitme demeurent 

inchangées. 

La réponse en frequence prédite est premierement obtenue en utilisant le circuit 

équivalent pour un couplage faible : JccYo. Les résultats montrent que la première et la 

troisième fréquence de résonance, Foi et Fo3, demeurent identiques même si la longueur 

de tronçon (S) est augmentte significativement. Toutefois, la seconde et quatrième 

fréquence de résonance, Fu2 et Fw, se trouvent à diminuer vers leur contrepartie 

(première et troisième) quand S augmente. La bande de réjection est signifcativement 

élargie alors que la bande passante diminue de 3.2 GHz à1 0.8 GHz. L'ajout de tronçons 

capacitifs permet de réaliser un filtre passe-bande large bande avec une bonne 
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suppression des harmoniques. La réponse en fréquence optimisée, pour une longueur de 

tronçon S=2,08mm, est obtenue sur une large bande de fréquence (1.0 à 15 GHz) et 

permet d'obtenir d'excellents résultats avec une largeur de bande de 60% et un lS11l 

inférieur à -20 dB pour un filtre quatre pôles. Dans ce cas, une bande passante causée 

par les harmoniques nondésirable apparaît à 14,O GHz, démontrant une amélioration de 

la bande de djection, maintenant de 100%. 

Le logiciel Momentum de HP est alors utilisé afin de simuler le filtre en entier. Les trois 

résultats obtenus des différentes techniques, montrent un comportement large bande 

identique avec la fréquence centrale autour de 6,6 GHz et une bande passante causée par 

les harmoniques k 14,4 GHz. Nous pouvons aussi observer que les pertes de retour sont 

asymétriques en Fréquence de chaque côté de la bande passante. En allongeant 

légèrement lit longueur des tronçons de 2,36 mm h 3,46 mm, la valeur maximale de lS11l 

diminue de -15 dB à -17 dB et la bande passante causée par les harmoniques diminue 

en fréquence. D'un autre CM, les pertes d'insertion minimales sont supérieures à 4 , 4  

dB. En ajustant légécement la longueur de la ligne (L) les pertes de retour sont 

améliorées, passant de -17,2 à -247 dB. 

Afin de vérifier la réponse en fréquence optimisée, utilisant les différentes techniques 

mentionndes, un filtre passe-bande est conçu et mesuré. La longueur totale de ce filtre 

avec les tronçons (D+L+D=13,36mm) est inférieure à la longueur d'onde guidée, soit 

environ 0,7& k la fréquence centrale v0=6,f GHz). Les résultats mesurés sont 

conformes h ceux prédits, démontrant une large bande passante et une excellente 

réjection. Les pertes d'insertion minimales sont de 4 6  dB comparativement au 4 4  dB 

prédit et les pertes de retour maximales sont de -16 dB, légèrement supérieures à la 

vdeur prédite de -20,O dB. 
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CBAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION: TEEORY AND BACKGROUND 

As the market for telecommunication services in the areas of Intemet, mobile and multi- 

media has grown very rapidly over recent years, wireless RF & microwave technologies 

are gaining an increasing attention in the industriai and academic sectors. The rapid 

development of fabrication and processing techniques for monolithic microwave 

integrated circuits (MMICs) has further aroused a considerable interest in exploiting 

commercial wireless systems through the use of planar integrated circuits as basic 

building blocks. Basically, it should be attributed to their competitive electricai features 

in practical application, such as low fabrication cost, size compactness and easy for 

mass manufacturing. 

Planar transmission line filters have extensively been studied and developed as one of 

key circuit components in the design of planar integrated circuits and subsystems. 

Usually, these filters can be conceptually classified into the following four distinct 

structures: low-pass (or highstop), band-pas, band-stop and high-pass (or low-stop) 

rilters, according to their electrical behaviors. They can be designed and realized on the 

basis of a variety of planar and uniplanar transmission line structures, such as microstrip 

line (ML), coplanar waveguide (CPW), coplanar stripline (CPS) and slotline (SL). 

To c a q  out the design procedure for these integrated filters, extensive research works 

have been successfully done in the past decades so that a systematic synthesis design 

procedure has been established for the synthesis, design and optirnization of filter 

layouts in an efficient and effective manner. Our following discussion will bnefly be 

made on the basic theory, physicai layout and electricai characteristics of traditional 

transmission line filter structures in conjunction with microstrip low-pass and band-pass 

filters. 



The fundamental concept and theory of planar transmission line filters are generally 

developed and fomulated on the basis of an equivalent lumped prototype low-pass 

filter, which is made up of several lumped inductors and capacitors in the ladder-shaped 

manner. We begin our description h m  a so-called "insertion attenuation" parameter 

(L) in a two-port lossless circuit network, which is defined as the ratio of the input 

power (Pi) and the output power (Pr). According to its frequency charactenstics in the 

synthesis design procedure, the filter itself is often classified into maxirnally flai, 

Chebyshev (or equi-npple) and elliptical function tilters. In this work, we will focus our 

attention on the understanding and charactenzation of Chebyshev multi-stage low-pass 

and band-pass filters. 

(a) inductance-in pu t type 

(b) capacitance-input type 

Figure 1.1 n-stage prototype lowpass filter 

Prototype low-pass filter is a two-port lumped-element network over the low frequency 

range and is extended into the high frequency range as a theoretical basis towards the 



establishment of a synthesis procedure in the design of RF & microwave filters. Figure 

l.l(a) and (b) illustrate the circuit topology of two classes of n-stage prototype lowpass 

filters, narned, inductance-input type and capacitance-input type, respectively. In Figure 

1.1, the parameters, go and gn+l, represent the normalized resistance or conductance at 

the input and output terminais while gi (i= 1, 2 ,..., n) is the i-th normalized inductance 

or capacitance of this lowpass filter. Otherwise, is the so-called "normalized 

frequency", which can be linked with the actual RF frequency through the frequency 

transformation under the filter classification. For the lowpass filter, P-UJW~, where oc 

is its cutoff frequency. 

On the basis of a simple circuit theorem, the normaiized input impedance (zjn) at the 

source terminal can analytically be deduced and further can be expressed into the 

following algebraic equation, 

Accordingly, the related insertion attenuation (L) can be obtained with the use of its 

relationship with the reflection coefficient: f=(tin&/(~;n+g~)- 

For a two-port lossless network in conjunction with two prototype filters illustrated in 

Figure 1.1, the insertion attenuation parameter (L>l) can be in general expressed as an 

algebroidd function with the normalized frequency (a. 



In the case of n-stage Chebyshev or equi-npple filter, Equation (1.3) can be further 

expressed in tenns of a Chebyshev function &(LI) as, 

Figure 1.2 Insertion loss (L) of n-stage Chebyshev prototype low-pass filter versus 

normalized (42- 1): L,=O. ldB. 

By comparing Equation (1.2) and (1.4) with the heip of Equation (LI), the stage 

number and each lumped parameters (gi) of a prototype low-pass filter can be 

determined according to the maximum insertion attenuation (4) and the cutoff 



frequency (a) designated in the filter design. At the frequenc y of a=@, w h m  h l ,  

we can express L, as a function of unknown coefficient (k) from Equation (1.4). 

From Equation (1.5). the coefficient k can accordingly be solved if L,, is given. For 

convenience in irnplementing the practical design, Equation (1.4) is usually expressed 

in the fom of graphic cuwes under the different L, and n. Figure 1.2 illustrates the 

insertion loss UdB) versus [a-r) in the case of L,,=O.ldB, where k=0.15262, under 

n=2, 3, ..., 10, showing that the insertion loss (L) beyond the operating Frequency band 

gains a great enhancement with a sharply changed configuration as the number (n) 

increases. Table 1.1 lists the values of each parameter (gi) in this case, for example, 

used for the synthesis design of such a prototype filter with the n-pole. 

Table 1.1 Lurnped parameters (gi) of n-stage Chebyshev towpass filter 

(L,=O.l dB & k=O.I5262) 



In this section, a brief description will be focused on the issue of how to apply the above 

closed-form design equations in the synthesis design of n-stage transmission Iine Iow- 

pass filters. It is one of the important issues to be addressed that the normdized 

frequency (Sa) is transfomed into the related accual radio frequency (o) in order to link 

the insertion loss curves in the prototrpe low-pass filter with those in its comsponding 

lumped-element low-pass filter. 

In the case of a low-pass filter, the relationship between two frequencies, 9 and a, can 

simply be defined as &dm, whem & is the cutoff frequency. Now, it is the next 

issue to establish the relationship between two groups of insertion loss for two types of 

low-pass filter. 

Figure 1.3 depicts the circuit scheme of the n-stage lumped-element LC low-pass filter 

(inductance-input type), as opposed to its prototype low-pass filter in Figure l.l(a). The 

equality theorem of insertion loss allows that the two networks should have the equd 

insertion loss if they have the similar circuit toplogy with identical branch impedance 

at each location or point of their whole circuit topology- Under this condition, it allows 

us simply formulating the inter-relationship between two groups of component 

parameters, as iiiustrated in Figure I.l(a) and Figure 1.3, respectively. 



At the low operating frequency, e.g., lower than I.OGHz, it usually preferred to directiy 

use the high-quaiity, Iow-lose and compact-size lumped capacitor and inductor chips in 

the filter design. As the frequency increases beyond l.OGHz, however, some of 

frequency-distributed parasitic parameters appear that may seriously cause the 

degradation of the wanted electrical pmperties of these lumped chips. 

high ZOL H 
7-5- CL Ci w C' 

O O O O 

(a) series inductance eIement (b) shunt capacitance element 

Figure 1.4 Physicai configuration and equivalent circuit network of microstrip 

quasi-lumped series inductance and shunt capacitance elements 

On the other hand, an increasing interest has k e n  shifted towards the development of 

rnimwave low-pass filters using transmission line structures such as microstrip iine 

(ML), coplanar waveguide (CPW), coplanar stripline (CPS) and etc. Due to several 

attractive features such as low fabrication cost, easy for mass manufaauring and size- 



compactness, these printed filters has widely been studied and developed as one of key 

components in the micmwave integrated circuits and subsystems. In this work, our main 

research focus will be on the filter structures, which are formed by traditional and 

aperture-compensated microstrip lines. 

Figure 1.4 depicts the physicai configuration and their equivaient circuit networks of 

microstrip quasi-lumped series inductance and shunt capacitance elements, respectively. 

The former is made up of a high-impedance microstrip line section with extremely 

narrow strip width, while the latter corresponds to a low-impedance line section with 

extended strip width. 

Under the assumed condition that the line length (b and le) is electncally short, these 

microstrip elements act predominantly as a perfect series inductor or perfect shunt 

capacitor, respectively. Their electricai parameters (L and C) cm be expressed in a class 

of closed-form equations. In addition, two pairs of parasitic lumped elements at the two 

sides, CL and Lc, are contributed by the step discontinuities and also frequency- 

distributed line section as the frequency increases beyond the quasi-static range. 

C - (c: light speed) 

With the use of these quasi-lumped elements, the n-stage transmission line low-pas 

filter can be reaiized by linking them in a cascaded manner. Figure 1.5 shows the layout 

and its equivalent circuit topology of a 5-stage microstrip low-pass filter. In the 

synthesis design, the stage number (n) should be determined under the specified 

electrical properties such as maximum insertion loss (4) and out-of-band frequency 

response, according to the caiculated curves as plotted in Figure 1.2 (&=O.ldB). At the 



same time, each lumped parameter (si) in the prototype low-pass filter can be obtained 

with reference to Table 1.1. 

As a result, each equivaient quasi-lumped element (Li and Ci) in the transmission line 

filter as shown on the bottom of Figure 1.5 can be deduced through Equation (1.6). 

Finally, the dimension of each microstrip section with different stnp widtfis as 

illustrated at the top of Figure 1.5 can be derived on the basis of pre-calculated design 

curves of characteristic impedance (ZOL & ZOC) and effective dielectric constant (&L & 

m). These transmission parameters have been derived and expressed in a set of closed- 

fonn equations, which will be written in Chapter II. 

FIgure 1 3  Physicai layout and its equivaient circuit topology of a Estage 

microstrip low-pass filter 

1 3  ADMIT~ANCE hMCRTl?R AND MODIFIED PROTUIWE  TER 

To extend effectively the above design theorem stemming from the prototype low-pass 

tilter in the design of rnicrowave band-pass filter, we start with the description of a 



modified prototype bandpass filter using a frequency transformation. According to the 

existence of lower and upper-cutoff frequencies (ai and an) and its centrai frequency 

(OB), it is usual way to &fine the frequency transformation as a function of the 

nomalized frequency (Q, 

where w=(oi, -ail)/aiO is the relative frequency bandwidth (BW). Following 

Equation (1.8), we can build up an initial band-pass tilter topology with cascaded series 

and shunt LC branch elements simultaneously. Unfortunately, it is extremely àifficutt in 

practice to realize both series and shunt LC resonator elements. In this case, the designer 

prefers to use a so-called "impedance K-inverter" or "admittance J-inverter" to remove 

out either shunt LC resonator elements or series LC resonator elements. Figure 1.6 

depicts their circuit network. Equation (1.9a) and (1.9b) illustrate the input impedance 

(Zn) or adminance (Yul) as a function of output load impedance or admittance (2i or Yi) 

through the K reactance or J susceptance. 

Figure 1.6 K- and J-inverter network 



Under the equality of insertion Ims mentioned above. two classes of prototype low-pass 

filters as shown in Figure 1.1 can be expressed as a cascaded circuit network in terms of 

the K-inverter or Linverter. Figure 1.7 illustrates two classes of modified prototype 

lowpass filters, where RI & RB or GA % GB are the resistance or conductance inside the 

source and at the load, respectiveiy. By ordering the equality of their refiection 

coefficients in the two types of circuit networks as depicted in Figure 1.1 and Figure 

1.7, we can deduce the three closed-fonn equatîons to establish the relationship among 

al1 their circuit parameters, 

@cation (1.10) and Equation (1.1 1) give the fwo groups of these equations in the case 

of K-inverter and 3-invesîes networks. As a result, each K-inverter reactance (Ki,i+i) or 

J-inverter susceptance (Ji,i+i) can be determined as each gi found from Table f .1 and 

series Lior shunt Ci are given. 

K-inverter Network: 

J-inverter network: 



(a) K-inverter filter 

Figure 1.7 Two classes of n-stage modified prototype filters 

There are seved methods to date in the realization of K-inverter andfor J-inverter 

networks such as quarter-wavelength line section, lumped shunt inductor, lumped series 

capacitor, parallel-coupled line section and etc. To our knowledge, the parallel-coupled 

line section with the quarter-wavelength line length at the central frequency has gained 

popularïty in the design of practical band-pass Filters. 

Figure 1.8 iiiustrates the configuration and its equivalent K- or Linverter network of a 

paraIlel-coupled line section with two charac teristic impedances, Zoc and &, with 

regards to the even and odd coupied modes, respectively. This coupled iine section can 

be very effectively used as a K-inverter or J-inverter in the fdter design. By ordering the 

equdity in iheir terminal voltages and currents of the two networks as in Figure 1.8, we 

can derive closed-fm equations in Iin king the even/& characteristic impedances with 

K- or J-inverter network parameters, as wrïtten in Equation (1 -12) and Equation (1.13)- 

However, it should be noted here that these two grwps of equations are completely 



accwate in theory oniy if w2, and become gradually approximate as the ftequency 

goes away from its central frequency. 

zoe , Zoo & 

Figure 1.8 Coupled line section and its equivalent K- or J-inverter network 

Now, it tums to the issue on how to define the series inductance (Li) or shunt 

capacitance (Ci) as shown in Figure 1.8 in terms of the parallel-coupled line 

characteristic impedance (a) and the specified frequency bandwidth (w). It is done 

through the use of the so-called reactance or susceptance slope parameters, xi or bi, at 

the central frequency (m). According to the frequency transformation equation in 

Equation (1.8), k & Ci can be expressed as the seties or shunt LC element in the RF 

frequency (w), respectively. in the J-inverter case, we give a simple formula under the 

condition that the electricd line length is close to the half-wavelength, e.g., qkz 



By substituting Equation (1.14) into Equation (1-Il), we can obtain one group of 

equations, that is, Equation (1.15) to link the J-inverter susceptance (Ji,i+i) with the 

lumped parameters (gi) in the prototype lowpass filter as shown in Figure.1. 

(a) cascaàed J-inverter topology 

(b) microstrip band-pas filter layout 

Figure 1.9 Equivalent toplogy and layout of a 3-stage niicrostnp bandpass filter 

Figure 1.9(a) depicts the cascaded topology of a 3-stage transmission line band-pass 

filter, in which each Iine length between iwo adjacent J-inverter networks is equal to the 



half-wavelength (A&) at the central frequency (au). Figure 1.N) illustrates the top- 

view of this 3-stage filter layout using the parallelcoupled microstrip line structure. To 

carry out the synthesis and design of such a filter, we can at first detennine the values of 

each J-inverter susceptance (Ji,i++r h m  the specified bandwidth (w) through Equation 

(1.15). According to Equation (1.12) and (1.13), we can then derive the even/odd 

characteristic impedances, Zoc and Zoo. Finally, the dimension of each coupled 

microstrip line section as in Figure 1.9 can be found from the design curves of Zor and 

Zoo via striplslot widths, calculated based on the two-dimensional (2-D) static or 

fullwave algorithm. 

Following the well-maturated filter design theory described above, a large amount of 

printed and integrated microstrip or other transmission line filters have been studied and 

developed in the past decades for microwave and millimeter-wave integrated circuits 

and subsystems. This research work will be done towards the development of high- 

quality microsûip integrated low-pass and band-pass filters, which are reaiized on the 

basis of an aperture compensation technique and a newly proposed broad band-pas 

filtering mechanism. 

As detailed in Section 1.2, the microstrip low-pass filter in generai consists of severai 

cascaded low- and high-impedance line sections. By widening its strip width in the 

relatively thin substrate, it is very easy to formulate the microstrip line with low 

impedance dose to 10 D and realize a good equivalent quasi-lumped shunt capacitance. 

However, it seems problematic to construct the high-impedance microstrip Iine by 

simply reducing its strip width. In this case, the ohmic loss may be sharply raised as the 

strip width is narrowed down. Also, it may lead to the difficulty in precision fabrication 

of its strip conductor as well as parasitic effects caused by the strip configuration or 



thickness. Meanwhile, the same problem may happen in the design of a parallel-coupled 

microstrip line (PCML) band-pass filter. To realize a tight coupiïng between two- 

coupled strips, the usuai way is to reduce both strip and slot widths but it brings the nse- 

up of its conductance loss and aiso the difficulty in the formulation of extremely 

slot/strip widths. 

In this research, an aperture compensation technique is propsed and applied for the 

innovative redization of low-loss microstrip line (ML) with the high characteristic 

impedance and the parailel-coupled microstrip line (PCML) with the tight coupîing. 

With the use of a fullwave EM software developed in our laboratory, their electrical 

characteristics are investigated in tems of their equivaient circuit models. After the 

microstrip line section with backside aperture is characterized into a series inductive 

reactance and two shunt capacitive susceptance, a 5-stage microstrip lowpass filter is 

fonnuiated and its filtering behavior is optimaily designed by using the commercial HP 

Momentum software. A low-pass filter sample is then fabricated and measured based on 

the overall dimension of the optimized filter. 

With the help of backside aperture on the ground plane, the coupling degree of the 

parallel-coupled microstrip Iine (PCML) structure is characterized into an equivalent J- 

inverter network and is found to rise up as the aperture width increases. By 

transforming the extracted circuit mode1 into the scattering matrix, at first, we show that 

a single PCML structure with backside aperture itself can achieve a 2-pole band-pass 

electrical behavior relying on its extremely strong coupling. By inserting a unifom 

microstrip line between the two PCML parts, a novel multi-pole, ultra-broadband and 

miniaturized microstrip band-pass filter is proposed and its operating mechanism is 

discussed in tenns of a unified equivaient circuit topology. By implernenting a fullwave 

simulation over its whole layout with the use of the HP Momentum software, its 

optimized electrical behavior is well achieved with the bandwidth of about 70% and 



insertion loss lower than -18dB. This attractive filtering feature we predicted in theory 

is then confmed by our rneasured resulis h m  a fabricated filter sample. 

To realize a bmadband microstrip band-pas filter with adjustable bandwidth (BW) and 

good harmonic suppression, a pair of capacitively open-end stub is introduced at the 

central location of the Iine resonator in such a way that its second-order resonant 

frequency is made to shift down towards its fundamental resonant frequency. Afier its 

filtering behavior is physically investigated under different stub lengths, a Cpole broad 

microstrip bandpass filter is then optimally designed with much lower return loss 

(~20dB)  inside the broad passband and deeptwide upper-rejection band. The measured 

frequency response is obtained to verify ow prediction in a wide frequency range. 

(i.1) G. L. Matthaei, L. Young, and E. M. T. Jones, Microwave Filters, Impedance- 

Matching Neîworks, and Coupling Strucîures, Artech House, Norwood, 1980. 

(1.2) T. Edwards, "Chapter 8: Passive MICs" in Foundations for Microstrip Circuit 

Design, (2d Ed.), John Wiley & Sons. 1991. 

(i.3) K. C. Gupta, R. Garg, 1. Bah1 and P. Bhartia, Microstrip Lines and Slotlines, 

(2" Ed.), Artech House, Boston,19%. 



APERTURE: COMPENSATION TJXHMQUE: 

CONCEPT AND CIIARACTERISTICS 

In this chapter, our discussion will be focused on the fundamental operating mechanism 

of an aperture compensation technique and its severai attractive electncal features in 

making up a high-impedance microstrip line (ML) and also a tightiy parallel-couplai 

microsûip line (PCML). Fint of ail, the basic electdcal performance of traditional ML 

and PCML, such as their characteristic impedance and conductance losses will be 

investigated on a basis of closed-fonn design equations. By introducing a backside 

aperture on the ground plme, we will then illustrate the electrical characteristics of the 

ML and PCMZ, with different aperture dimensions in terms of their equivalent circuit 

models. It is realized with the help of the EM software developed by Lei Zhu and Ke 

Wu in our laboratory. In this case, a sotcalled "short-open cdibration" (SOC) procedure 

is applied to extract effectively the circuit mode1 parameters from the three-dimensionai 

(3-D) method of moments (MoM) algorithm through the definition of two calibration 

standards, short and open elements. 

2.2 TRADI~ONA~ MICROSTRIP LINE (ML) 

Figure 2.1 depicts the cross-section of a traditional microstrip line with electrically 

finite conductor thickness (r), in which the signal conductor stnp with width (W) is 

etched or formed on the top interface of a dielectric substrate with infinitely extended 

ground plane at its bottom interface. Due to its features such as lowas t  mass 

manufacture, low profile, Iight weight and easy-to-realize integration, the microstrip 



line structure has been widely used in the design of rnicrowave and millimeter-wave 

integrated circuits (MMICs) and subsystems. In the following, we will illustrate its 

electrical characteristics through its three distinct parameters: effective dielectric 

constant (E~H), characteristic impedance (20) and conductor/dielecûic loss attenuation 

coefficients (a~ & a), which may be derived from several closed-form design 

equations under different dimensions and frequency ranges. 

Figure 2.1 Cross-section of traditional microstrip line 

Equation (2.1) and (2.2) are two closed-fonn equations used for characterization of its 

characteristic impedance (Zo) and effective dielectric constant (E& as a Function of its 

several dimensions under the quasi-static assumption, 

where Wc represents the effective sûip width of the strip conductor by evaluating the 

efiect of conductor thickness (t) and can be expressed as below. 



Next, we will focus our attention here on the issue of evaluating quantitatively the total 

transmission loss for a uniform microstrip line with different strip width (W). In this 

case, this transmission loss is mainly attributed to the conductor strip loss and dielecrric 

substrate Ioss, respectively, which are usually expressed as the two attenuation 

coefficients: CE and ai ( d h ) .  Equation (2.4) and (2.5) rire the two closed-fonn 

equations used for effective evaluation of the two loss factors as a function of the 

microstrip line dimensions. 

where 



Figure 2.2 illusirates the caiculated characteristic impedance (Za) and effective 

dielectric constant (fi& as a function of strip width (W) under the assumed strip 

thickness t=0.1 and 0.7mi1, respectively. It can be well observed that Zo tends to 

gradually rise up as W decreases from 30.0mil to 5.0miI and rapidly go up as an 

approximately exponentiai function of W as W is further reduced smaller that 5.0mil. 

Meanwhile, the parameter, &tfi seems to slightly faIl down as W decreases since the 

electric field distribution undemeath the strip conductor is orientai towards the upper 

air region andor dielectric interface. On the other hand, it always needs to be 

considered in the static or fullwave characterization of a high-impedance microstrip line 

with narrow strip width (W) that the conductor thickness affects its transmission 

properties. 

+e+ t=O.lmil - t=O.fmil 

conductor strip width W (mil) 

Figure 2.2 Characteristic impedance (Zo) and effective dielectric constant (e) as a 

function of strip width (W) under the strip thickness t=û.lmiI & 0.7mil. 



From Figure 2.2, we can clearly find that both Zo and &~ff tends to go down slightly as 

the conductor thickness (t) increases h m  0-lmil to 0.7mil. Especially in the case of a 

very narrow width (W=lmil), Zo falls down fiom 124.7 Ohm to 114.2 Ohm and &g is 

slightly decreased h m  5.99 to 5.75 as t increases from O.Zrni1 to 0.7mil. We can further 

imagine that the existence of finite conductor thickness (t), the rapid incremental of Zo 

and the strip configuration at its two edges may lead to some difficulties in the 

realization of a high-impedance microstrip Line with the specified characteristic 

impedance. On the other hand, the obtained maximum Zo=I25 Ohm is still far away 

ftom the value regarding to the large equivalent series inductance, which is required in 

the design of microstrip lowpass filter as discussed in Chapter 1. 

- î=O. lmil - t=O.7mil 

conductor strip width W ( i  

Figure 2.3 Loss attenuation coefficients (at and a) as a function of stnp width 

(W) at the operating frequency, f=2.0GHz, in this example. 



Figure 2.3 illustrates the calculated conductor and dielectric substrate losses (as & aa) 

as a function of strip width (W) at the operating frequency of f=2.0 GHz in this 

example. First of ail, we can observe from our caiculated results that the conductor toss 

coefficient (a) is definitely higher than its dielectric counterpart (ai) in the Iow and 

high frequency and gains a rapid shift-up as W decreases. Also, the conductor loss tends 

to graduaüy fall down as the strip thickness (2) is raised h m  0-lrnil to 0.7mil. 

Accordingly, we cm speculate that the conductor loss may be reduced to a great extent 

by thickening the süip conductor. 

However, it may bring out the difficulty in achieving the high characteristic impedance 

(150 - 300 Ohm) of a microstrip line, which may be required in the design of microstrip 

lowpass filter with a sharply changed high-rejection behavior. On the other hand, both 

conductor and dielectric substrate losses rise up slightly as the frequency (n increases 

but the former seems always higher than the latter regardless of operating frequency and 

strip dimension. Until now, it can be well understood that the total transmission loss of 

a unifonn microstrip line with high impedance is mainly conüibuted by its conductor 

loss. In the following, an aperture compensation technique is proposed to construct a 

Iow-loss and high-impedance microstrip line with relatively large strip width (W). 

2.3 APERTURE-COMPENSATED MICROSTRIP L m  (AC-ML) 

Figure 2.4 shows the cross-section of the proposed apertwe-compensated microstrip 

line (AC-ML) to be characterized here for the effective enhancement of its 

characteristic impedance under the condition of a low conductor loss. By removing a 

certain part of its ground plane undemeath the strip conductor, the capacitive coupling 

between the strip conductor and ground plane may be softened to a great extent so that 

the hi@-ùapedance microstrip Iine can be designecl It can be understood that its 



characteristic impedance (2%) can achieve an extremely high level by extending further 

its aperture width according to the specified series inductance in the tilter design. 

In the meantirne, the existence of such a backside aperture allows an easy realization of 

a much low conductor loss since its strip width may be kept much larger than its stip 

thickness (t) and dso comparable to the substrate thickness (h). Unfortunately, no 

available two-dimensional(2-D) EM software to date is developed for static or fullwave 

characterization of this AC-ML transmission line structure with backside aperture in 

terms of its characteristic impedance (20) and effective dielectric constant (cib.. 

Figure 2.4 Cross-section of apertwe-compensated microstrip line (AC-ML) 

In this work, a fullwave three-dimensional(3-D) method of moments (MoM) algorithm 

will be applied for charactenzation of a two-port AC-ML circuit with finite line tength, 

which is excited at its two sides by the low-impedance microstrip lines without backside 

aperture. Furthemore, a numerical deembedded procedure, cdled by "shortspen 

calibration (SOC)", is carrid out to extract or deembed effectively its equivalent 

circuit mudel or network, which can account for al1 the physical effects such as the 

frequency dispersion and the discontinuity happened at the interface between two 

adjacent microstrip line sections. 

Figure 2.5(a) illustrates the geometrical layout of the two-port aperture-compensated 

microstrip line (AC-ML) structure with two external microstrip lines. Figure 2.5@) 

depicts its unified equivalent circuit mode[ with the parameters of ri series inductive 

reactance (jz) and n;vo shunt capacitive suscepances (~BL).  Espeçially, in the case of 



extremely low fkquency or electricalIy rnuch short Line iength ( 1 ~ ) .  these parameters 

can be pdectly perceived as the quasi-lumped series inductance (L) and quasi-lumped 

shunt capacitance (C), respectively. 

high Zot 

backside aperture 

(a) geomerrical layout 

(b) equivalent circuit model 

Figure 2.5 Geometricai layout and its equivalent circuit model of an aperture- 

compensated microstrip line (AC-ML) structure to be studied. 

In the following, our discussion will start with the theoretical investigation of its quasi- 

\umped eloctricd properties over low frequency range in which its total line length is 

elecirically much shorter than the guided wavelength ( I K R J ) .  Next, ihe circuit model 

parameters are effectively transfonned into their equivalent 3-D defined characteristic 

impedance in order to clearly illustrate its high impedance with the help of the backside 



aperture on the ground plane. Fwthermore, its frequency-distributed electrical 

properties will be studied on a basis of extracteci circuit mode1 parameters ( jXL  & jBt) 

over a wide frequenc y range. 

At the low kquency &I.OGHt in this case), equivalent senes inductive reactance 

OXL) and two shunt capacitive susceptances ~ B L )  can be characterized as their 

corresponding quasi-lumped series inductance and shunt capacitance (L & C). Figure 

2.6(a) and (b) depict the equivalent circuit parameters as a function of the backside 

aperture width (Wa) versus different line length (1~=0.6, 1.2, 1.8, 2.4, 3.0mrn). obtained 

from the above-mentioned MoM-based EM software. 

aperture width Wu (mm) 

(a) senes inductance 



aperture width Wa (mm) 

(b) shunt capacitance 

Figure 2.6 Extracted equivalent series inductance (L=Xh) and shunt 

capacitance (C=Bdw) as a function of aperture width (Wa). 

First of ail, we cm find from Figure 2.6(a) that the series inductance (L) is changed in 

an approximately linear inçrement with the line length (IL). Tt can be explaineci that the 

equivdent series inductance of a conductor line is linearly proportional to its toiai line 

length. The calculated shunt capacitance (C) tends to shift up as IL increases, showing 

the existence of an additional quasi-lumped circuit parameter for a transmission line. 

Now, our attention is king directecl towards the electncd characteristics of a backside 

aperture according to the purpose of this research. As the aperture width (Wa) is 

enlarged to the order of the strip width (W), the quasi-lumped senes inductance (L) 

seems to be slowly incremental and the quasi-lumped shunt capacitance (C) is at the 



high level. As Wa is further increased beyond the range of 2-3 W, L rises up in a iinear 

manner and C rapidly falls down. By observing closely Figure 2.6(a) and (b), we can 

then quantitatively find that L is raised by 65% and C is reduced by 40% for al1 the five 

cases as Wa increases h m  O to 3.0mm. At lr=2.4mm, L is seen to rise up fmm 1.56 to 

2.55nH while C drops from 0.19 to 0.12pF. 

Now, a very effective extraction technique is developed to derive the characteristic 

impedance (20) and effective dielectric constant ( & r d )  of the unifonn AC-ML 

transmission iine h m  the calculated circuit parameters, JXL and ~BL, of a two-port AC- 

ML structure with finite line length (1~). Strictly speaking, the calculated ~ X L  and jBb as 

illustrated in Figure 2.6(a) and (b), represent its total electrical properties of such a two- 

port AC-ML structure. These circuit parameters also include the parasitic discontinuity 

effects happened at the interface between the microstrip feed line and AC-ML line in 

addition to the actual transmission property of the uniforrn AC-ML iine. 

The key issue is how to separate completely the two groups of circuit parameters, 

corresponding to the AC-ML and the parasitic discontinuity, respectively, in order to 

de-embed or extract the circuit parameters of the unifon AC-ML line. A two-port AC- 

ML structure with different line lengths, la and B, will be employed to undertake this 

task under the assumption that the parasitic discontinuity effect at the interface is kept 

unchanged regardless of the AC-ML line length. 

(a) layout (b) equivalent circuit mode1 

Figure 2.7 Layout and equivalent circuit model of an AC-ML with line length (la) 



Figure 2.7 depicts the layout and its equivalent circuit model of a two-port AC-ML 

stmcture with a short line length, IO, with reference to Figure 2.5. Its network 

parameters, j X h  and jBh, have been accurately characterized with the use of the SOC 

technique in the 3-D MoM and they are plotted in Figure 2.6(a) and (b). These 

parameters include the electrical characteristics of the parasitic interface discontinuity 

and also the unifonn AC-ML line with a short line length (la). This short AC-ML acts as 

a standard element and allows us extracting the circuit parameters of the uniform AC- 

ML line from the characterization of a long AC-ML structure. It is realized by 

comparing the two equivalent networks, regarding to the AC-ML with two line lengths. 

(b) initiai circuit model 

(c) alternative circuit model 

Figure 28 Layout and equivalent circuit model of an AC-ML with line length (Io) 



Figure 2.8(a) and (b) illustrate the layout and its initial equivalent circuit model of a 

two-port AC-ML structure with a long line length, Lb (>h). The difference between two 

line lengths, l~=lb-la, represents the line length of the unifonn AC-ML line of our 

interest, located at the centrai part in Figure 2.8(a), which is used for parameter 

extraction of the transmission pcoperties of the AC-ML line. 

Figure 2.8(c) is its alternative equivalent circuit model arranged for carrying out the 

extraction procedure. This model is made up of two half parts of a shon AC-hK 

networks as in Figure 2.7(b) at its two sides and a uniform transmission line with the 

characteristic impedance (SOL) and electrical line lengih (OL) at its central part. Because 

of the equivalence of these two diffefent equivalent networks for an identical AC-ML 

structure, the interrelation between two groups of circuit parameters, as depicted in 

Figure 2.8(a) and (b), can be anaiytically derived. This relation ailows us expressing Zo 

and &ta as a function of equivalent series reactance (iXh & jXm) and shunt susceptance 

( jBh & jB~b) .  

Due to the symmetry of these two-port networks as shown in Fig. 2.8(b) and (c), we can 

divide the whole initial or improved network into two identical parts at their central or 

symmetrical location. Under the odd or even excitation impressed at the two ports of 

these networks, their centrai location represents the perfect short- or open-circuit 

tenninal. So, the half part of the two networks in Fig. 2.8(b) and (c) can be used to 

express the interrelation between the parameters of these two networks under their 

identity or equivaience. At the case of odd excitation (short-circuit), 

On the other hand, the second equation can be obtained at the case of even excitation 

(open-circuit), 



In final, we can analytically derive a pair of closed-form equations as below, linking the 

two network parameters together. 

4 tan(û,,/2)= x t, -- Xh (odd excitation) (2.8a) 
2 - (~ , -~La )xLb  2 

1 
2 0  / t a f l ( e o A =  -- X h  (evenencitation) (2.8b) 

(BU-&) 2 

w here 

~ O L  = 4 (c: light speed) 
C 

With the use of these equations, we can derive the equivalent transmission properties of 

the AC-ML line with the finite line length, IL, with reference to the 3-D MoM extracteci 

network parameters as in Figure 2.6(a) and (b). 

Table 2.1 illustrates the equivaient characteristic impedmce (Zo) and effective dielectric 

constant (E,~B) of the AC-ML hne versus aperture width (Wa). In this case, the short and 

long line lengths are chosen as 14=0.6mm and b=3.0mm, respectively, so that the 

uniform AC-ML line length is equal to b=2.4mm. 

In the case of Wa=O.2mm, both Zo and E ~ B  is very close to those obtained from 2-D 

static definition of a uniform microstrip line (ML) and their difference is about 5.0%. 

This result provides a good verifkation on the AC-ML transmission parameters, 

obtained from Equation (2.8) and Equation (2.9). 



Table 2.1 MoM-extracted characteristic impedance (2%) and effective dielectric 

constant (~reff) of AC-ML line versus aperture width (Wa) with those of 2-D static ML 

(W=0.2mm, &I.OGHt, l,1=0.6nim and lb=3.0mm) 

3-D MoM definition 

From Table 2.1, we can well observe that 2% rises up slowly and then in a very rapid 

manner as Wa increases. In the meantime, ~restends to fa11 down slowly and then rapidly 

in the opposite variation with Zo. From Figure 2.2, we can find that Zo is increased to a 

limited value of about 115.00hm at the expense of a high conductor loss as discussed 

before even though the stnp width (W) is reduced to the value of O.lmil=0.0025mm. 

Also, we can see here that Zo achieves the high value of about 125Ohm at the fixed 

W=O.Zmm under the wide aperture (Wa=3.0mm). It can be well understood that the 

ohmic loss is much lower than that for the ML with W=O.lmil and also its Zo can be 

greatly raised by extending further the aperture width (Wa). On the other hand, &@goes 

down h m  6.83 to 5.45 as Wa increases from 0.2 ro 3.0mm, showing that the EM field is 

gradually distributed into the air region as the aperture is widened. 
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Figure 2.9 Extracted equivalent series reactance 0%) and shunt susceptance ( ~ B L )  

as a function of operating frequency V) under the width: Wa=3.Omm. 



Until now, we have studied the quasi-lumped or static circuit parameters of the 

proposed AC-ML structure at low frequency. In fact, its electricai property tends to be 

visibly frequency-distributed or dependent as the operating frequency increases. Figure 

2.9(a) and (b) depict the extractecl frequencydependent series reactance ( ~ X L )  and shunt 

susceptance ~ B L )  versus line length (IL) in the case of a wide aperture width 

(Wa=J,Omm) over a wide frequency range e 1 . O  to 10.0 GHz). At low frequency 

(c4.0GHz) as discussed above, ~ X L  goes up with IL and increases linearly withf. 

At the sarne time, ~ B L  slightly shifts up with Ir and also linearly increases with As 

frequency (B increases beyond 4.MiHz, we can observe from Figure 2.9(a) and (b) that 

both ~ X L  and ~ B L  tend to go down and up slightly in an incrementaily nonlinear manner. 

This nonlinear variation represents the frequency-distrïbuted electrical behavior of this 

AC-ML structure at high frequency and can be atuibuted to the fact that the line or 

aperture length (IL) occupies a few portion of its operating guided wavelength. As a 

result, this nonlinear dispersion factor should be taken into account in the accurate 

design of low-pass filter because it may degrade the high-stop filtering behavior at the 

high frequency range to some extent. 

2.4 TRADITIONAL PARALLEL-COUPLED MICROSTRIP LINE (PCML) 

Figure 2.10 Cross-section of a parallei-coupled microstrip line (PCML) 

Figure 2.10 depicts the cross-section of a traditionai parallel-coupled microstrip line 

(PCML), in which two strip conductors with the identicai width (W) are separately 

placed and coupled together in a ciose proximity through a small space gap with the 



width (5'). This PCML structure has widely been utilized as a basic element in the 

design of several microstrip integrated circuits such as microstrip band-pass filter and 

directional coupler. 

Because of the EM coupling of two sûip conductors, the PCML can support two 

independent quasi-TEM propagation modes with two different characteristic 

impedances. In the symmetrical PCML discussed here, these two modes are called as 

even and odd quasi-TEM modes, respectively, due to even and odd symmetry of their 

field configuration with respect to the central or symrnetrical plane of this PCML. As 

usual, its electrical property can approximately but effectively be evaluated with the 

help of their characteristic impedances, e. g., Zoc & Zoo. 

electric field lines 
-*---------- magnetic field lines 

Even Mode 

Odd Mode 

Figwe 2.11 Electric and magnetic filed configuration of even and odd 

modes for a parailel-coupled microstrip line (PCML). 



Figure 2-11 illustrates electric and magnetic field configurations of the even and odd 

quasi-TEM modes for a PCML line. Due to the strongly capacitive coupling degree 

between either of two strip conductors and the infinite ground plane, a large portion of 

electric field is confined in an aitnost qua1 manner over the dielectric region 

undemeath two stnp conductors as shown in Figure 2.1 1. In the case of the even mode, 

the electric Field lines are oriented h m  both strip conductors to the ground plane in the 

fonn of an even symmetrical configuration. In the case of the odd mode, however, the 

electric field lines at the left-hand part have an orientation from its sirip conductor to the 

ground plane, while those at the right-hand part have a reverse orientation From the 

ground to the other sûip conductor. 

Also, we can find from Figure 2.1 1 that the magnetic field lines in both cases are always 

distributed in the orthogonal orientation with the electric field lines. On the other hand, 

we can welI imagine that the central plane between two strip conductors represent the 

perfectiy magnetic wall and electric wall, respectively, in the case of even and odd 

modes. 

The analysis of this PCML structure in general starts with the static or fullwave 

modeling of its characteristic impedances (Zut & BO) and effective dielectric constant 

[ E &  & E $ )  for the two modes. To simplify the whole analysis procedure and also 

look into the electricai properties of a uniform PCML line, a group of close-formed 

design equations has been well developed in the eariy stage and will be employed here 

to investi gaie initially i ts two-dimensional (2-D) electrical behavior. These equations 

are deduced under the static assumption and derived in t e m  of a variety of quivalent 

mude capacitances for the two quasi-TEM modes. 

B y looking at the field configuration of even mode as show at the top of Figure 2.1 1, it 

can be understood that the even-mode capacitance (Ce) consists of three capacitances, 



in which, C, denotes the parallel plate capacitance between the strip conductors and 

the ground plane and Cr is the fringe capacitance at the outer edge of a single uniform 

microstrip line. 

In Equation (2-IO), the term C; stands for an additional capacitance contributed by the 

existence of the other microstrip line in proximity and can also be expressed in a closed- 

form equation [Ref. II. 11, 

w here 

Meanwhile, the odd-mode capacitance (CO) can be decomposed into five constituents, 

The term C, denotes the odd-mode capacitance of a coupled saipline with the same 

strip and gap widths as the PCML line, e. g., W & h can be expressed in a closed-form 

as in [Ref. U.11, 



Hen. ~ ( k ~  ) and &) denote the clliptic hinetion and its complement with two 

variants of ka and ki =J%, respctively. and their ratio K ( ~ ) / K @ ; )  cm be 

written down, 

w here 

Alternatively, the tenn C,,, in Equation (2.14) represents the capacitance of the 

corresponding coplanar stripline (CPS) in the half space. 

Thereafter, ihe even- and odd-rnode characteristic impedances, Zoc & a, can be 

expressed in the closed-fonn equations as b e l w  in t e m  of the above-obtained 

capacitances, Ce & CO, as well as those in the air space (c=I), Cco & COO. 



Otherwise, the effective dielecûic constants (E& & for the two modes can aiso 

be obtained from the above capacitances by using the relations, 

Figwe 2.12(a) and (b) depict the calculated characteristic impedances (Zoc & a) and 

effective dielectric constant (E& & E&)  of the even and odd modes as a function of 

Wh. As Wh increases at the fixed SA, Zoc & Zoo tend to rapidly fa11 down and 

E& & E ; ~ ,  appear to slightly go up. As S h  increases, we can observe that Zot & Zoo 

are shifted down and up, respectively, in an oppositely variant manner. Since the 

difference of Bt & Zoo points to the coupling characteristic of two coupled lines, the 

above results illustrate that the coupling strength of the PCML can be enhanced to a 

great extent by reducing the slot width (S) and the strip width (W) for a given dielecûic 

substrate. 

However, some potential parasitic effects such as the conductor loss and strip thickness 

and/or configuration may become t w  large to be ignored as W and S decreases to an 

extremely small extent. As detailed in the case of a microstrip line, these parasitic 

effects adversely affect the electrical characteristic of this PCML and aiso bring up the 

difficulty in the fabrication issue. 



(a) characteristic impedance 

(b) effective dielecttic constant 

Figure 2.12 Characteristic ùnpedance and effective dielectric constant 

of the even- and odd-modes as a function of Wh. 



It has been well known that a tight coupling between the two coupled lines of the 

PCML is aiways required in the design of broadband band-pass filters and broadband 

directionai couplers. Due to its potentially high conductor loss and also difficulty in 

fatincation mentioned above, the traditional PCML structure is probably difficult to be 

directly used for carrying out such a task as a key element in those planas integrated 

circuits. An alternative procedure ptoposed here is to enhance this coupling by 

removing out a partial portion of the ground plane to fonn a backside aperture 

unàemeath the coupled strip conductors. This aperture allows reducing effectively the 

extremely strong coupling happened between the two parailel plates, representing the 

strip conductors and the ground plane, respectively. As a result, it cm be physically 

imagined that the coupling between the two strip conductors gains a great enhancement. 

(a) cross-section 

backside aperture 

(b) topview 

Figure 2.13 Cross-section and topview of the aperture-compensated parallel- 

coupled microstrip line (AC-PCML) structure to be studied. 



In the following, its coupling characteristics wiU be investigated and discussed on a 

basis of calculateci circuit parameters, obtained from the EM software developed by Lei 

Zhu and Ke Wu. Figure 2,13(a) depicts the cross-section of the apertureîompensated 

parallel-coupled microstrip line (AC-PCML) structure to be studied, in which a 

backside aperture with the width (Wa) is placed underneath two strip conductors. Figure 

2.13(b) is the topview of the two-port AC-PCML, struchwe tenninated by two externai 

microstrip lines with the uniform strip width (W). Basically, the uniform AC-KML line 

can be characterized with the use of even- and odd-mode approach discussed above. 

But, it prefered to take into account the whole 3-D AC-PCML layout as in Figure 

2.13(b) in the ôccurate andysis due to the potentially senous discontinuity effect 

existing at the interface between the externai lines and coupled-line with a backside 

aperture. 

(a) Y-matrix mode1 

(b) J-inverter model 

Figure 2.14 Two sets of unified equivalent circuit model used for charactenzation of 

the two-port AC-PCML structure 



To underîake this task, the above-mentioned EM software in our laboratory is used here 

to extract effectively the unified equivalent circuit d e l  of such an AC-PCML 

structure from the fullwave MoM calculations. This unified model is formed without 

any pre-assumption and cm account for al1 the physical effects happened in the two- 

port 3-D AC-PCML structure such as the coupling behavior of two unifonn coupled 

Lines with backside aperture and the interface discontinuity effect between the external 

microstrip lines and AC-PCML line. 

Figure 2.14(a) depicts the equivalent two-port admittance- (Y-) rnatrix circuit mode1 of 

this AC-PCML structure. Due to its geometrical symmetry, there are in fact only two 

independent model parameters, Ytr=Yz and Ylt=Y21. In this case, the strip width (W) is 

kept as a partial fraction of its dielectric substrate (h) and wavelength (A), so that the 

conductor loss can be achieved at a very low level. The other loss factor in this structure 

may be radiation-related, mainly caused by the backside aperture. Fortunately, this 

radiation-related loss seems so small that it can be ignored in this structure due to much 

low excitation efficiency from the coupied-strip conductors to backside aperture. 

As a result, the loss-related panmeters will be completely ignored in the following in 

order to focus our attention on the AC-PCML's coupling characteristics. In Figure 2.14, 

the Y-matrix is simplified into its related lossless rnatrix in terms of its susceptance 

parameters, jBt~=jBzz and jB~z=jBzt. Each susceptance parameter can be accurately 

extracted or de-embedded with the use of the SOC calibration procedure self-contained 

in the fullwave MoM algorithm. 

Under the equivalence of two networks or models for the two-port identical AC-PCML 

structure, the initial Y-matnx model cm effectively be transformed into the J- or K- 

inverter network, which has been extensively employed in the synthesis and design of 

planar and waveguide band-pass filters. 



Figure 2.14(b) is the improved unified I-inverter circuit mode1 with the parameters of a 

J-inverter susceptance (J) at the central part and two equivalent electrical line lengths 

(6M) at the two sides. The susceptance (4, proportional to the capacitively coupling, 

ailows us accurately and efficiently designing the traditional multi-stage band-pass filter 

in tems of an equivalent cascaded circuit topology mentioned in Chapter 1, 

On the other hand, the line length (6'2) represents the phase factor of the frequency- 

distributed coupled Iines and is utilized to make up a haif- or partial portion of each line 

resonator in the microstrip bandpass filter. For the synunetrical two-port structure here, 

the relation between these two equivaient circuit networks can easily be built up in a 

pair of closed-form equations as below, where Yu is the characteristic admittance of 

extemal microstrip lines, transfonning the Y-matrix into the J-inverter network. 

(a) 1-inverter susceptance 
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(b) equivalent electrical Iine Iength 

Figure 2.15 Namalized J-inverter susceptance (J/Yo) and equivaient electricai line 

length (0t2) of an AC-PCML structure with different Wa. 

With the use of the a b v e  EM theory and software, coupling characteristics of this two- 

port AC-PCML structure wili be investigated under diffennt aperture width (Wn) over a 

wide t'requency range. Figm 2.1Ya) and (b) depict the SOC-extracted normalized J- 

inverter susceptance (JRo) and two equivalent electncal line lengths (W2) of the AC- 



PCML with the Line length (D=4.8mrn) under different aperture width (Wa=O, 0.6, 1.0, 

1.4.1.8mm) in a frequency range of 1.0 to IO.OGHz. 

It shodd be specified here that the extracted J-inverter parameters take into account the 

entire frequency-related or dynamic electrical behavior existing in the AC-PCML 

structure. It indicates that these parameters include the frequency-distributed coupling 

charactexistics of two coupled lines over a wide frequency range and aiso the quasi- 

lumped parasitic discontinuity effects at the interface between the AC-PCML section 

and two extemal microstrip lines. 

From Figure 2.15(a), we can observe that the normalized J/Yo tends to nse up to some 

extent at the beginning and then appears to fall down gradually as the frequency 

increases regardless of different backside aperture width (Wa). In the case of Wa=Omm 

that corresponds to a traditional PCML structure without any backside aperture, its Jf fo  

seems to increment at a very slow Pace with frequency and the maximum value is found 

about 0.27 around f=7,0GHz. As the aperture width ( Wa) is gradually widened h m  O to 

1.8mm, the incremental Pace of JNo as a function of the frequency becomes much faster 

at frequency lower than S.ûGHz and the maximum value shifts up to a great degree 

from 0.27 to 0.70. These results show that the aperture compensation technique 

proposed here ailows us achieving a much tighter coupling with the help of the backside 

aperture. 

On the other hand, it cm be seen h m  Figure 2.15(b) that the equivaient line length 

(012) goes up in an approximately linear function with frequency, showing the actual 

phase factor of this AC-PCML structure. In addition to the phase factor of the aperture- 

compensated coupled lines, this electrical length accounts for the amount contributed by 

the parasitic quasi-lumped interface discontinuity effeçt rnentioned above. By looking 

at the extracted parameters in Figure 15(a) and (b) simultaneously. we cm find out that 

the maximum JRo basicaily locates close to the frequency where 012=90 degree for al1 



the five cases. It provides an alternative reason why the quarter-wavelength coupled- 

microstrip line has ken  extensively ernployed in the past decades in the design of broad 

bandpass filters and directional couplers due to its strongest coupling. Otherwise, the 

frequency of the maximum JiYo is found to slightly shift down as Wa is widened, 

illustrating that the average effective dielechic constant ( & r d )  is reduced to some extent 

due to the field distribution undemeath the strip conductor towards the air region. 

2 ,  
I 1 I 1 1 I I 1 
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equivdent line length 012(degree) 

Figure 2.16 Normalized J-inverter susceptance (Jflo) as a function of equivalent 

electrical line length (012) 

To illustrate further the coupling characteristics of this AC-PCML structure, the 

frequency-dependent curves in Figure 2.1S(a) and (b) are plotted again in order to 



generate a direct relation between the two parameten, JRo and W2. In the case of 

8/2=9û degree, we can find that the parameter JNo is increased h m  0.2275 to 0.6810 

as Wa inmases from O to I.8mrn. Specifically, the calculated J/Yo=0.2275 at W a d h m  

is very close to the 2-D static value. J/Yo=0.2313. obtained h m  Equation (1.12) and 

Equation (1.13), well verifying out extracted mode1 parameters. In this case, the even- 

and odd-mode characteristic impedances can be solved from Equation (2.19), that is, 

Zot=~Xl5Sohm and &=37.420hm, respectively. Also, it can be observed from Figure 

2.16 that the maximum J/Yo corresponds to the equivalent line length a Little larger than 

&2=90 degree. It is mainly attributed to the parasitic shunt capacitive effect at the 

interface discontinuity. 

Figure 2.17 Calculated insertion loss (S21) as a iunction of frequency ID un&r different 

aperture width (Wa). 



Figure 2.17 shows a frequency-dependent insertion loss (S21) of this AC-PCML 

structure under different Wa, which is derived in terms of a closed-fonn Equation (2.22). 

according to the calcuiated J-inverter parameter (Jm) as plotted in Figure 2.15(a). It 

can be seen that S21 graduaily shifts up as WU increases over a wide frequency range. 

These resuits provide an easy-to-understand view in support of Our claim that the 

aperture compensation technique can reaily enhance the coupling of a parallelçoupled 

microstrip line (PCML). 

In this chapter, we start with the physical description and static characterization of 

traditional high-impedance microstrip line (ML) and parallel-coupled microstrip line 

(PCML) in terms of several relevant closed-form equations. With the help of calculated 

parameters, we demonstrate their distinct drawbacks in the design of highquaiity 

microstrip integrated filters, such as high conductor loss, difficulty in fabrication and 

parasitic effects from conductor thickness andor configuration. 

To overcome these potential problerns, an aperture compensation technique is proposed 

and developed by forming a backside aperture undemeath the strip conductors towards 

the build-up of a novel type of single or coupled microstrip line, called by "aperture- 

compensated microstrip line" (AC-ML) and "apemire-compensated parallel-coupled 

microstrip line" (AC-PCML), respectiveIy. From our caiculations, we exhibit that this 

technique allows us not only realizïng the high impedance for a single microstrip line 

but aiso greatly enhancing the coupling for a parallel-coupling microstrip line. in the 



following chapters, the proposed AC-ML and AC-PCML structures wili be applied for 

innovative design of low-loss lowpass and band-pass microstrip filters. 
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APERTURECOMPENSATED MICROSTRIP LINE (AC-ML) 

FOR DESIGN OF LOW-LOSS MICROSTRIP LOW-PASS FILTER 

In Chapter II, a novel aperture-compensated microstnp line (AC-ML) structure has ben  

proposed for the realization of several attractive electrical features such as low 

conductor loss, high characteristic impedance and softer fabrication tolerance. With the 

help of SOC-extracted circuit mode1 parameters in different aperture dimensions, we 

have showed that this AC-ML can achieve high-valued characteristic impedance by 

forming a wide backside aperture undemeath the strip conductor. 

In this chapter, we will focus our attention on the use of this AC-ML stmctwe as an 

equivaient series inductance element for innovative design of low-loss microstrip low- 

pass filter. A five-stage low-pass filter is characterized and designed in an efficient 

manner with the use of its two initiai and improved equivaient circuit models. 

Aftecwards, the fullwave EM software, HP Momentum, is utilized to simulate the whole 

circuit layout of this low-pass filter and optimize its electrical performance for the 

lowest r e m  loss over the low-pas band of concern. Finally, a low-pass filter sample is 

fabricated and measured to venS, the predicted Iow-pass behavior derived from its 

equivalent circuit models and also full-wave EM simulation. 

Figures 3.l(a) and (b) depict the schematic laywt of hvo classes of the proposed 

microstrip low-pass filters with two or three aperture-compensated microstrip line (AC- 



ML) sections, which are cfassified as the capacitive-input and inductive-input low-pass 

filters, respectively. In these two cases, the backside aperture is formed on the infinitely 

extended ground plane underneath each n m w  strip conductor to realize the wanted 

high-impedance microstrip line that gives rise to a strong series inductance required in 

the design of a lowpass filter. 

(a) capacitive-input class 

(b) inductive-input class 

Figure 3.1 Schematic layout of two classes of mimsuip lowpass filters using 

the aperture<ompensated microstrip tine (AC-ML) structure. 

As detailed above, the high-impedance behavior of this AC-ML structure is realized by 

weakening significantly the stripto-ground coupling with the help of the backside 

aperture. As a result, these microstrip Iow-pas filters using the AC-ML structure have 

much lower conductor loss, higher Q factor and larger series inductance than these 



traditionai counterparts that usually have an extremely narrow strip width. On the other 

hand, the low-impedance microstrip line cm be easily fomulated in a traditionai 

manner by widening the strip width towards the build-up of an equivalent shunt 

capacitance element, required in both lowpass filters as shown in Figure 3.l(a) and (b). 

(a) top-view 

(b) initial circuit mode1 

(c) improved circuit mode1 

Figure 3.2 Top-view and its two equivalent circuit models of a five-stage AC-ML 



Here, our extensive study will be carried out on the characterization of the capacitive- 

input lowpass filter as iiiusüated in Figure 3.l(a). Figwe 3.2(a) shows the top-view of 

this five-stage lowpass filter launched by two 50 Ohm extemal lines. According to the 

synthesis procedure introduced in Chapter 1, we start with the description of its 

equivalent cascaded circuit model with the circuit elements of lumped series inductance 

(L) and lumped shunt capacitance (C). 

Figure 3.2(b) des~nbes its initial equivalent circuit model under the assumption of 

perfect microsûip lumped-element circuits. The shunt capacitive elements (jBt, jB3, jBs) 

correspond to the microsûip line (ML) sections with wide strip width while the series 

inductive elements (j&, jX4) to the aperture-compensated microstrip line (AC-ML) 

sections with narrow strip width. Strictly speaking, the shunt capacitive elements (jBi, 

jB3, jBs) should be wholly made up of the wide ML section as well as the parasitic 

fringe shunt capacitive elernents of its adjacent AC-ML section. 

The initial mode1 allows us designing efficientiy a low-pass filter on a bais of the 

matured synthesis procedure as introduced in Chapter 1. Because of its approximate 

pre-assumption of extremely low operation frequency, this model is only available at 

low frequency range and is not able to take into account al1 the frequency-distributed 

effect happening at high frequency range. To overcome this problem, we will formulate 

an alternative circuit model with frequenc y-distribu ted circuit parameters. 

Figure 3.2(c) depicts an improved equivalent circuit mode1 of this filter with a cascaded 

topology, made up of unifonn transmission line sections and admittance matrices. Each 

ACML section is hem characterized as an equivaient x-network matrix with a 

kquency-distributecl series reactance (jX2 orjX4) and two identical shunt susceptances 

(jB2 and jB4). in Chapter II, the discontinuity effect at the interface between two 

adjacent ML and AC-ML sections has ken  well considered in the circuit parameters of 

the AC-ML. As a result, each ML section can simply be characterized as the uniform 



transmission line section wiîh the parameters of characteristic impedance (201, 203 or 

Zos) and electrical line length (BI, 83 or 0s) as shown in Figure 3.2(c). 

3 3  U N ~ D  CIRCUIT MODEL OF AC-ML STRUCTURE 

To sirnplify the description of the AC-ML'S layout dimension and circuit parameters, 

Figure 3.3 re-plots the layout and equivalent circuit mode1 of this two-port AC-ML 

structure. With the use of the SOC caiibration procedure self-containeci in the fullwave 

MoM algorittrm, al1 the circuit parameters in Figure 3.3(b) cari be effectively extracted 

over the wide hequency range of interest. To obtain the lumped circuit parameters of 

the AC-ML section as required in the initial circuit m d l  in Figure 3.2(b), the operating 

frequency is selected to achieve an extrernely low value (f=l.O GHz in this case). 

l backsidc apcrture 
I 

(a) layout 

ifi 

Zw jBt = = ; = JBL zou 

(b) equivalent circuit mode1 

Figure 3.3 Layout and equivalent circuit mode1 of the two-port AC-ML section. 



Accordingly, these lumped circuit parameters cm simpiy be deriveci from the calculated 

series reactance (jXi) and shunt susceptance (~BL) in its unified equivaient circuit mode1 

as illustrated in Figure 3.3(b). On the other hand, the wide ML section cm effectively 

be expressed as a single equivalent shunt capacitance in ternis of a closed-fom function 

with its guided-wavelength and characteristic impedance using Equation (1.7). 

Figure 3.4(a) and (b) depict the extracted series reactance ( ~ X L )  and shunt susceptance 

( ~ B L )  of the AC-ML'S equivalent circuit mode1 versus the aperture length (IL) under the 

fixed stnp width (W=O.lmm) and fixed aperture width (W1=3.0mrn) over the frequency 

range (j=l.O to IO.ûGHz). The solid lines represent the frequency-distributed or 

dynamic circuit parameters extracted at different frequencies, w hile the dashed lines are 

those correspondhg to the lumped or static series inductance and shunt capacitance 

parameters obtained at the iow Frequency ( f=f  .KHz). 
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(a) series reactance QXt) 



(b) shunt capacitance (~BL) 

Figure 3.4 Extracted series inductance WL) and shunt capacitance ~ B L )  as a function of 

operating frequency: static case (dashed line) and dynamic case (solid line). 

At low frequency, the extracted dynamic circuit parameters ($fi. and ~BL) show an 

approximately linear increase with frequency and very close to those in the static case, 

thus exhibiting a good lumped-element electrical behavior. By looking at the dashed 

lines in Figure 3.4(a), it can well be seen that the equivalent static inductance (W) 

shifts up mpidly and gains a significant enhancement by roughIy three times higher as IL 

increases from O.6m to 3.0mm. At the meantime, the equivaIent static shunt 

capacitance ( B h )  tends to rise up slightly, showing that the shunt capacitive effect of 

the AC-ML section gradually appears to increment as IL increases. 

As the frequency increases, XL goes up in a slowly nonlinear function and then tends to 

slightiy fa11 dom in the case of the extended aperture length, especially at 1~=3.0mm, 



thereby showing that the fiequency-distributed parasitic effects increases to a visible 

level at the high frequency. Otherwise, BL goes up in an accelerated speed with the 

frequency as IL is further extended to 3.Omm. 

It can be observed in the following discussion that the existence of such a parasitic 

shunt capacitive element will definitely darnage ihe actual series inductance of the long 

AC-ML section at high Frequency. With the use of these circuit parameters, the filter 

layout will be characterized and designed based on its two equivalent circuit models as 

in Figure 3.2(b) and (c). 

3.4 CIRCUIT MODEL BASED SYNTHESIS AND OPTIM12ATION 

The initial equivalent circuit mode1 as illustrated in Figure 3.2(b) is utilized to carry out 

the first-round synthesis design of the electrical filtering behavior of the five-stage 

microstrip low-pass filter as shown in Figure 3.2(a). For the Chebyshev-type low-pass 

filter as discussed in Chapter 1, the series inductance QXi and jX4) and shunt capacitance 

F BI, jB2 and jB3) can be determined under the designated maximum insertion loss from 

Figure 1.2 and Table 1.1. They cm be expressed in terms of their corresponding lumped 

circuit parameters (gi) in the prototype lowpass filter, through Equation (1.6). 

Furthemore, the related frequency response of this filter can be characterized by 

multiplying the ABCD matrix of its initial circuit mode1 in Figure 3.2(b) as in Equation 

(3.1) and then transforming its final ABCD matrix into its scattering maüîx as in 

Equation (3.2) for a symrneüîcal two-port nenvork. 



where Zty is the characteristic impedance of two external microstrip Iines. 

Next, the frequency respnse of this low-pass filter is analyzed and designed by 

employing the improved circuit m&l, as depicted in Figure 3.2(c), which can account 

for al1 the hquency-distributed electrical behavior existing in the overall filtet Iayout. 

As opposed to its initial circuit mociel, this improved mode1 accurateiy represents the 

AC-ML section as a unified equivalent network with the parameters of a series 

reactance VxL) and two shunt suscepiances GBt). Meanwhile, this mode1 effectively 

perceives the ML section as an equivalent uniform Iine section with low impedance 

(Bi, S03 or &), as illustmted in Figure 3.2 (c). Under no pre-assumption in obtaining 

the related circuit mode1 parameters, this mode1 is supposed to be able to undertake an 

efficient and accurate design procedure on the basis of an equivalent cascaded network 

topolog y. 

In the case of a five-stage Chebyshev-type low-pass filter to be studied here, we can 

simplify the mode1 configuration by reducing the finite number of independent circuit 

parameters in Figure 3.2(c) such that Zos=Zo3=Zor, &=&, jXd=jX and j B ~ j B t .  As a 

result, the optimization pmedure can be implemented with the determinant of only five 

unknown parameters of BI, 81, and 1x4. 

in this case, the final ABCB rnanix of this filter can be obtained by multiplying several 

ABCD matrices of five sections or networks in Figure 3.2(c), that is, uniforin 

transmission line section and Y-admittance matrix as below. Furthemore, its 



corresponding insertion loss (S21) and rem loss ( S I I )  can be derived based on a matnx 

transformation equation as in Equation (3.2). Until now, the frequency response of this 

€ive-stage lowpass filter can be characterized based on two different circuit models in 

tenns of Equation (3.1) to Equation (3.3). 

cos03 jZOI sin 6 3  

j sin 0, /Zo3 cos û3 

1-B,X, jX, ] .[ cos 4 jZoI sin tîl 
[ jB2(l-B2X2) 1 - B 2 X 2  j ~ i n @ ~ / & , ~  cos0, 1 

(a) insertion loss (Sri) 
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Figure 3.5 Predicted frequency response of a five-stage microstrip iow-pass filter, 

obtained from two equivdent circuit rnodeis as in Figure 3.2(b) and (c). 

Figure 3.5(a) and (b) teptesent the three groups of the optimized insertion loss (Sa) and 

retum loss ( S r / )  over the frequency range If=I.O to 10.0 GHz). The optimized filter 

Iayout with detailed dimensions is shown in the central part of Figure 3.5(b). By 

looking at the predicted results h m  the initiai circuit mode1 in Figure 3.5(a), the 

insertion loss (SZI)  achieves the flat pass configuration at frequencies lower than 3.0 

GHz and then jyadually fails down in a monotonously changed manner as the frequency 

further increases. 

Otherwise, the return loss (Srr) can be seen from Figure 3.5(b) to achieve -12 dB in the 

low-pass band (c 3.0 GHz) and then to rise up rapidly towards its maximum value of O- 

dB in its a high-stop band, Due to the asswnption of lumped parameters in this initiai 



model, the predicted results compleieiy ignore al1 the frequency-distributed electrical 

characteristics so that the disturbed frequency response can't be completely observed 

even at high frequency. 

In fact, the AC-ML or ML sections with finitely extended line length are definitety 

subject to parasitic frequency dispersion as the frequency increases to the range where 

their line lengths are comparable to the guide-wavelength. With the use of our improved 

circuit model, its frequency respnse is  again characterized by using the calculated 

static and dynamic circuit parameters of the AC-ML section, which are illustrated in 

Figure 3.4 (a) and (b). Fmm 3.5(a) and fb), we can observe that both predicted results 

have alrnost the same low-pass behavior as those of the initial model at low frequency, 

and then seem to be increasingly distwbed and degraded at high frequencies. 

In the static case, the minimum S21 shifts up significantly to about -32.0 dB at the 

higher frequencies, which exhibits its parasitic Frequency dispersion attributed by the 

uniform Line section with hi* impedance. [n the dynarnic case, its minimum Szi is 

further raised to -26.0 dB at the hi&-stop band, which is additionally contributed by the 

frequency-distributed circuit parameters of each AC-ML section accounted in the 

improved model. By comparing the fhree groups of predicted frequency response, it can 

be understood that the initial circuit mode1 is only valid at low frequency range. By 

conûast, the improved circuit mociel with extracted dynamic circuit parameters may be 

utilized over the wide frequency range of concern due to its consideration of dl the 

high-frequency dispersion effect. 

To further investigate the electncal behavior of the tilter in theory, the commercial 

software HP Momentum is used here to implement the fullwave simulation of the whole 



filter layout as illustrated in Figure 3.2(a). This software has been well developed on a 

basis of the 2.5-D fuiiwave method of moments (MoM) algonthm and has gained a 

wide application in the numerical simulation and characterization of a large variety of 

planar integrated passive circuits. This software ailows automatic meshing based on the 

operating frequency for a pre-designated frequency range and also different mesh 

configurations such as non-uniform rectangular and ûiangular meshes. 

Since the numecical EM simulation is carried out over the whole layout of a given 

planar circuit, the predicted results can account for dl the physicai effects such as 

frequency dispersion, each discontinuity part and also the inter-coupling effects 

between two adjacent discontinuity parts. Basically, we can derive the much more 

accurate results by increasing the mesh number and aiso choosing the non-uniform 

meshes at the sharply changed section of the layout. However, it will definitely generate 

few problems such as the long CPU (Computer Prmessing Unit) time and large 

occupied memory when it is utilized for fullwave simulation of electrically large planar 

circuits. 

Also, this software has been extensively applied for EM optimization of practicai planar 

circuits due to no other software available for efficient synthesis design of these circuits. 

In this case, the targeted frequency responsc is achieved in a very time-consuming 

multi-round searching manner by determining a number of unknown dimension 

parameters, e. g. strip widthllength and aperture widtMength in this filter layout. In this 

work, the optimization procedure is implemented in the HP Momentum based 

simulation by slightIy adjusting the limited number of dimensions at the starting of the 

filter layout configuration, obtained h m  the above equivaient circuit model. 

Figure 3.6 depicts the predicted and optimized frequency response of such a low-pass 

filter using the HP Momenium software over the same frequency range as in Figure 3.5. 

Two groups of simulated curves correspond to slightiy different aperture lengths (D) 



and central microstrip tine lengths (L), that is, D=3.0mm & L=4.2mm (TraceA) and 

D=2.9mm & L=4.6mm (TraceB), as illustrated in Figure 3.6. Looking at the predicted 

results in Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6 together, we can observe that they are in good 

agreement with each other over the frequency range (f=l .O to 10.0 GHz). Especially, 

the minimum insertion loss ($21) achieve -27.2 dB and -27.5 dB, respectively, in the 

Momentum based optirnization as opposed to -26.0 dB obtained h m  its improved 

circuit mode1 as in Figure 3.5. 

1.0 GHz f req 10.0 GHz 

Figure 36 Predicted and optimized frequency response of the five-stage microstrip 

low-pass filter obtained from the HP Momentum software. 

Otherwise, the maximum retum loss (Sn) over the low-pass band is found about -15.0 

dB, showing the satisfactory low-pas fiIter behavior. These predicted results obtained 

from the tùllwave commercial EM software not only provide a good venfication on the 



efficient circuit m&l based design procedure and also show the actual filtering 

performance of the proposed AC-ML'S lowpass filter. 

3.6 MEASUREMENTS AND DISCUSSION 

Finally, a filter sample is fabricated according to the filter dimensions in the case of 

TraceB in Figure 3.6 and then measured to compare with the predicted results shown 

above. Figure 3,7(a) and (b) illustrate îhe upper-layer and bottom-layer configuration of 

this lowpass filter, respectively, arrangeci for etching fabrication of two sides of a single 

dielectric substrate: RTDuroid 6010. The wo backside apertures at the bottom layer 

are fonned at the same location as the two narrow microstrip lines in order to build up 

the high-impedance AC-ML section. To measure its frequency response over the wide 

frequency range, the two extemal microstrip lines with 50 Ohm are electrically 

connected with the NO-port coaxial lines of the HP Network Analyzer. 

LP? (Ylaostxipl 

Slot on -ide 

(a) upper-layer 



(b) bottom-layer 

Figure 3.7 Upper- and bottom-layer configration of a five-stage microstrip lowpass 

filter arranged for etching fabrication. 

The caiibration procedure is canied out with the use of a simple full two-port option. In 

this case, the three calibration standards, that is, coaxial open-circuit, short-circuit and 

matched load, are utilized to calibrate the two coaxial terminals. Meanwhile, the two 

coaxial terrninals are linked together to obtain its transmission and isolation 

performance. After such a calibration procedure, the two-port low-pass filter sample is 

connected to the two terminals and its frequency response can be eventuaily meuured 

by using the two-port calibrated date saved in the HP Network Analyzer. 

Figure 3.8 shows our measwed frequency response (SI & S2r) of the fabricated low- 

pass filter sample, exhibiting the almost same filtering behavior as those obtained from 

the improved circuit mode1 and the Mwave Momentum software over the wide 

frequency range. From Figure 3.8, it can be seen that the maximum retum loss (Sn) in 



the low-pass band is about -16 dB and the minimum insertion loss (S21) in the high-stop 

band achieves about -26.0 dB. By companng aH the three groups of frequency response 

in Figure 3.5,3.6 and 3.8, we can further find that the measured results are much closer 

to those from the HP Momentum rathet than those from circuit model. 
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Figure 3.8 Measured frequency response of the five-stage microstrip lowpass filter 

sample using îhe HP Network Analyzer. 

Especially, the predicted and measured cut-off frequency between the lowpass band and 

high-stop band under the 3dBdown definition of S21 can be derived h m  Figure 3.5, 

3.6 and 3.8 as 3.45,3.71 and 3.68 GHz, respectively. Also, some ripple configuration 

can be observed from the measured S21 at high frequency and they may be attcibuted to 

the one-step calibration procedure over such a wide frequency range. 



In this Chapter, the apertureçompensated microstrip line (AC-ML) structure has ken 

applied as a low-loss high-impedance transmission line for the innovative design of a 

multi-stage microstrip low-pass filter. Its initial electrical filtering behavior is 

charactenzed with the use of its unified equivalent circuit models under the matured and 

efficient network-basai synthesis procedure. The whole filter layout is then simulated 

and designed in terms of the HP Momentum software and the optirnized electricai 

behavior is achieved by slightly adjusting the filter dimension. Finally, a filter sample is 

fabricated and measured to verify our predicted results and also to show its actuai low- 

pass behavior. From these results, it can well be understood that the proposed AC-ML 

structure ailows realizing well high characteristic impedance with the help of the 

backside aperture under the low conductor loss. Therefore, it is our belief here that this 

AC-ML should gain a potentially wide application in the design of high-quality lowpass 

filters using the multilayered fabrication technology. 

(m.1) T. Edwards, "Chapter 8: Passive MICs" in Foundarions for Microstrip Circuit 

Design, (2nd Ed.), John Wiley & Sons, 1991. 

a . 2 )  L. Zhu and K. Wu, "Unified equivalentcircuit mode1 of planar discontinuities 

suitable for field theory-based CAD and optimization of M(H)MIC's", lEEE 

Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., volMIT-47, no.9, Part 1, pp.1589-1602, Sept. 

1999. 

(JlI.3) L. Zhu, H. Bu, K. Wu and M. Stubbs, "Unified CAD mode1 of microstrip Iine 

with backside aperture for multilayer integrated circuits," 2000 lEEE MTT-S [nt. 

Microwave Symp. Dig., vo1.2, pp.981-984, Boston, June 11-18,2000. 



CHAPTERIV 

APERTURE-COMPENSATED PARALLEL-COUPLED MICROSTRIP 

LINE (AC-PCML) FOR DESIGN OF BROADBAND 

MICROSTRIP BANDPASS FILTER 

Microstrip band-pass filter has been studied as one of building blocks in the design of 

microwave circuits and systems. With its easy-to-achieve coupling designated, a 

parallel-coupled microstrip line (PCML) has widely been used in multi-stage band-pass 

filters as capacitive coupling element between two adjacent line resonators. To realize a 

multi-pole and broad band-pass filter with a deep out-of-band rejection, a usual 

procedure is to reduce both of its strip and slot widths in order to achieve a tight 

coupling, and a large number of Line resonators are required in this case. This may lead 

to a degradation of its filtering behavior, namely, low Q-factor and high insertion los. 

Also, it may bring up some difficulties in the design procedure as well as fabrication 

process due to its sensitivi ty to striplslot widths and conductor thicknesskonfiguration. 

On the other hand, the ultra-wideband (UWB) technology has stimulated an increasing 

interest for communication and radar applications over the past years. Nevertheless, it is 

difficult to design broadband active and passive circuits having the bandwidth of 

BW>20%. In fact, the filter design procedure available to date was essentially 

established with (quasi-) lurnped elements, and its design formulas were developed 

under the assumption of frequency-independent circuit parameters over a narrow 

frequency range around the center frequency. So, it seems difficult to apply this 

procedure in the design of band-pass filters with BW>20%. This is because al1 the basic 

elements such as line resonator and coupling section are strongly frequency-distributed 



in this case. In other words, their elecûical characteristics are too frequency-dependent 

over a wide frequency range. 

In this work, the aperturecompensated parallelcoupled microstrip line (AC-PCML) 

structure is applied as a tight coupling element for innovative design of novel ultra- 

broadband rnicrostrip bandpass filters. First of ail, the two-port AC-PCML, is 

characterized into a unified equivaient J-inverter network with the use of SOC 

technique in the fullwave MoM aigorithm as discussed above. Then, a novel multi-pole 

and broadband microstrip bandpass filter made with a single line resonator is originatd 

by attaching a uniform iine section between the two AC-PCML section. A closed-fonn 

equation is established to demonstrate the operating mechanisrn of the proposed filter. 

To further realize design specifications such as tow return loss, adjustable broad 

bandwidth and wide out-of-band rejection, a pair of capacitive open-en&d stubs is 

introduced into the centrai location of the line resonator for effective suppression of its 

harrnonic passband. Also, these two filters are further designed through the HP 

Momentum software and the predicted performance is verified by our own experiments. 

4.2. U n i M  Circuit Model of A Single AC-PCML Strucîure 

Figure 4.1(a) depicts the 3-D geometrical layout of the two-port AC-PCML structure 

with two extemal microstrip lines, in which a wide aperture is fomed over its ground 

plane. As briefiy studied in Chapter 11, this PCMI. supposes to be able to achieve the 

much stronger coupling degree by nmwing the strip and slot widths to some extent at 

the same area as the backside aperture. 

Figure 4.l(b) is its 2-D topview arranged for allowing us understanding its geometry 

and also carrying out the MoM-SOC based modeiing of its electncal behavior. As in 



Chapter II, the SOC technique in the fullwave MoM algorithm is employed to 

characterize this two-port AC-PCML as its equivalent J-inverter circuit model defined 

at the two reference planes (RI & fi). 

' l- ground 

(a) geometrical layout 

(b) top-view 

(c) J-inverter network 

Figure 4.1 Geometry and unified equivalent circuit model of the two-port AC-PCML. 

Figure 4.1 (c) illustrates its unified equivalent J-inverter circuit mode1 with the circuit 

parameters of a I-inverter susceptance (J) and two equivident electrical line lengths 

(6Y2), as depicted in Figure 2.14@). Theses equivalent circuit parameters are accurately 



extracted from the fullwave MoM calculation, and of course can account for al1 the 

complex discontinuity effects in this whole two-port AC-PCML structure including the 

interface between the unifom AC-PCML and the extemal microstrip line. To our 

knowledge, the J-inverter susceptance (J) can be utilized as the capacitively series 

coupling degree for the parallel-coupled transmission line. 

Figure 4.2(a) shows the SOC-calibrated normalized J-inverter susceptance (J/Yo) of the 

AC-PCML with different aperture widths Wa over an ultra-wide frequency range p I . 0  

to 16.0 GHz). This result indicates that the parameter (J/Yo) basically varies in a 

periodical manner with frequency for al1 the three cases, thus exhibiting a frequency 

dispersion behavior of the parallelçoupied transmission lines. It can be conceptually 

interpreted that the frequency-distributed coupling between the two parallei-coupled 

stnp conducton stmngly depends on the electrical length of this PCML section, Dl& . 

Frequency f (GHz) 

(a) normaiized J-inverter suscepatnce 
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Figure 4.2 SOC-calibrated J-inverter nehvork parameters of the two-port AC-PCML 

with different aperture widths W==1.4,2.2,3.0mm. 

The peak coupling (Jffo)  essentially appears mund the operating frequencies where 

DIA,, = (2n - 1)/4 and the nuIl (IIYo) is close to those where DIAgo = n/2 ( n  = 1 or 

2). The peak value of (Jffo) raises significantly from 0.6 to 1.2 as Wa is widened from 

1.4 to 3.0mm. showing that its capacitively coupling strength can really gain a very 

effective enhancement with the help of a wide backside aperture. As opposed to the 

result as illustrated in Figwe 2.15(a), we can further observe that the choice of namw 

coupled-strip width (W=O.Zmm) leads to the much tight peak coupling degree. 

Figure 4.2(b) depicts the SOC-extracted equivdent elecûical line length (M) of this 

AC-PCML structure. The parameter (8/2) can be observed as the frequency increms 



from 1.0 to 16.0 GHz to Vary in the almost same configuration for al1 the three cases 

and rise up rapidly from 15 to 260 degree in an approximately linear manner. By 

looking at the frequency-dependent (J/Yo) and (6Y2) in Figure 4.2(a) and (b) together, 

we can further figure out that the peak (J/Yo) happens at the proxirnity of the frequency 

for which 8 k 9 0  or 270 degree while the nul1 (J/Yo) around that corresponds to 

8!!2=180 degree. It gives an alternative explanation from our 3-D simulation why the 

quarter-wavelength paraflel-coupled transmission line with the easy-to-achieve tight 

coupling has been widely utilized in the design of planar integrated bandpass filters. 

Next, the J-inverter network with the extracted circuit parameters is further transformed 

into its scattering matrix to investigate its frequency-dependent electrical behavior. The 

retum loss I S I I ~  can be easily derived in tenns of J-inverter susceptance (a and the 

characteristic admittance (Yo) of entemal microstrip lines on a basis of the circuit model 

as in Figure 4.l(c). 

Interestingly, the operating frequency where (J/Yo)=I strictly corresponds to the pole 

location over a bandpass range. With the use of Equation(4.1), we can observe that the 

return loss Sr[  becomes extremely smdl at the frequency where the parmeter (J/Yo) is 

close to 1. This frequencydependent periodicity of (Jffo) with the peak value close to 1 

provides us with a hint to consmct a novel microstrip bandpass filter which bandpass 

behavior can be fonnulated by an extremely tight coupling strength of the AC-PCML 

structwe. 

Figure 4.3 gives the predicted retudinsertion losses of the PCML with the relatively 

wide aperture width of W==2.2mm & 3 . h ,  through the use of extracted J-inverter 



susceptance in Figure 4.2(a). The predicted results show clearly the perfectly bandpass 

filtering behavior with one-pole and two-pole frequency locations, respectively. This 

initial result demonstrates that the frequency-distributed J-inverter susceptance itself 

can generate its own frequency passband around the operating frequencies where the 

normalized (J/Yo) achieves its maximum value and is close to 1. In the meantirne, it cm 

be understood from the lSr,l curves in Figure 4.3 that the smail (J/Yo) at the high 

frequency can be utilized to formuiate a wide high-stop band. 
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Figure 4.3 Predicted insertion and return losses (S21 & S 11) of the two-port AC-PCML 

calculated h m  the extracted J-inverter susceptance plotted in Figure 42(a). 

To realize the bandpass behavior with the sharply changed configuration, our following 

research task will be focused on the original proposai and extensive investigation of a 

new class of multi-pole microstrip bandpas EiIters with the size miniaturization and 



broad pass bandwidth. It is achieved by utilking the PCML's J-inverter susceptance as 

well as the first- and second-order resonant modes in a microstrip line resonator. 

4.3. Concept and Model-Bad Design of Prototype Bandpass Filter 

Figure 4.4 (a) depicts the schematic layout of the prototype microstrip bandpass filter 

proposed here. In this filter stmcture, a single uniform microstrip line section with the 

same strip width as that of external microstrip line is arcanged at the central location and 

is sandwiched between two sections of identical AC-PCML. This filter structure is 

forrned for achieving ultra-bmadband and multi-pole bandpass filtering behavior. 

The central uniform line section has the length of about one quarter-wavelength at the 

central frequency and acts as a partial section of the equivalent line resonator located 

between such two AC-PCML sections. According to the above discussion on the single 

AC-PCML structure, we can deduce that the total filter length is slightly shorter than 

three times its quarter-wavelength, that is, 0.5&<(D+L+D)<0.75Aso, where ASo is the 

guided-wavelength of the microstrip line at the central frequency. 

(a) layout 



(b) equivaient circuit model 

Figure 4.4 Schematic layout and its equivaient circuit topology of the proposed multi- 

pole bandpass filter with a single uniform line resonator. 

Figure 4.4(b) presents its complete equivalent circuit topology, arranged for gaining 

physical insight into its operating mechanism and also allowing the efficient circuit 

network based optimization of this proposed filter, As described above, the AC-PCML 

section is charactenzed as a J-inverter susceptance (J) and two electrical lengths ( O ! ,  

representing its series capacitive coupling and equivalent phase shifts, respectively. On 

the other hand, the central uniform line can be perceived as an additional phase factor 

(4) so that the total electrical length (@) should be made up of th= separate parts, that 

is, @=B?#t0/2, to form an electrically equivaient line resonator. This line resonator is 

formulated here to generate two additional bandpass poles from its first- and second- 

order resonant modes, corresponding to the cases of e l 8 0  and 360 degme. 

To investigate its frequency-dependent electrical behavior, let's start with the 

characterization of its two-port equivalent cascaded circuit topology as shown in Figure 

4.4(b). On the basis of a transmission line theory, the input admittance (Yin) at one 

termination (+IL), looking into its opposite termination (#l'), can be easily deduced and 

expressed as a closed-fonn function of J, Yo and 0 such that 



Accordingly, its reflection coefficient ( S I / )  at #1 can be further simplified as follows to 

help a better understanding of its fundamental filtering performance. 

Considering the fact thût the band-pass pole is usually defined as a ftequency point 

where ISII +O or 1 Sl11 achieves a minimum value, it is understood ftom Equation 

(4 .3)  that there exist multiple poles of fkquency where 4 = 180°, @ = 360' and 

J =Yo .  The former two poles correspond to the first- and second-order Rsonant 

frequencies and we cm find in the following that the frequency spacing between them 

basically foms a desired ultra-broad bandwidth of the filter. The latter one or two poles 

are contributed by highly enhanced J-inverter susceptance (J=Yo) and they need to be 

arranged mund the central operating frequency through suitable choice of the line 

length (L) in Figure 4.4(a). 

(a) insertion loss ISziI 



Figure 4.5 Predicted frequency response of the filter layout as described in Figure4.4 

with different aperture widths Wa 

Figure 4.5(a) and (b) describe the predicted frequency response of the microstrip 

bandpass filter with the aperture length of D=S.Omm and the central line length of 

L=4.%m over the frequency range (f=I.O to 10.0 GHz). These results are obtained 

from Equation (4.3) via three groups of extracted J-inverter network parameters in 

Figure 4.2 and utilized here to exhibit the bandpass behavior inside its dominant 

passband. In the case of a relatively narrow aperture width (W==1.4mm), only two poles 

can be observed. They appear at the half- and full-wavelength resonant frequencies, 

rnarked by Fol and F02 and correspond to those of @ =180° and @ =360°, 

respectively. 

The maximum J in this case is found from Figure 4.2(a) to attain about 0.8Y0, indicating 

a relatively weak coupling. This leads to a worse bandpass behavior with the maximum 



return loss of lSrr(=-6.0dB between two resonant frequencies (For and F02) in the 

absence of any additional pole brought by the condition: J=Yo. 

As Wa is widened to 2.2mm, lSril rapidly falls down and its entirely frequency- 

dependent pattern is separated into two parts with respect to an additional pole 

(minimum value) around the central location. Meanwhile, 1S211 gradually nses up close 

to its O-dB level in the frequency range sandwiched between For and Foz. With reference 

to Figure 4.2(a), this additional pole is physically generated by the maximum value of 

its normaiized J-inverter susceptance where J is close to Yo. As W increases hrther to 

3 . h ,  it can be observed from Figure 4.5(b) that one pole is split into two poles at the 

two sides of the central frequency within the passband. 

Due to the maximum J>Yo in this case, the two Frequencies where J=Yo cm be found 

From Figure 4.2(a) and they lead to the emergence of these two additional poles via 

Equation (4.3). Unfortunately, the return loss I&r( shifts up slightly in the central 

location that degrades its whole band-pass behavior due to its extremely enhanced 

coupling degree, e. g. J>>Yo. Nevertheless, this problem cm be solved by suitably 

adjusting the backside aperture width of the AC-PCML to rneet the requirement of its J- 

inverter susceptance in optimization procedure. 

So far, the operating mechanism of the proposed multi-pole bandpass filter with a single 

line resonator has been explained on the basis of equivaient 1-inverter circuit theory and 

its filtering behavior has been characterized by a closed-form equation. Next, our 

interest is to optimaily design its frequency response in order to achieve the much low 

r e m  loss over the frequency passband. 

Figure 4.6 gives the optimized resuits of the filter having the sarne dimension as in 

Figure 4.4(a) except a different aperture width (W~=2.5mm). In this case, we find out 

that J=I.OSYo (maximum) effectively reduces the retum loss lSl1l to -17.0 dB h m  



about -9.0 dB as illustrated in Figm 4.5@) for the case of Wa=3.0mm. Similady, the 

four poles also appear within the pass band, ailowing the design of ultra-broad and flat 

bandpass electrical behavior with an insertion loss of ISa(>-O.2dB within the broad 

frequency passband e 3 . 8  to 7.8 GHz). 

Otherwise, we can clearly observe frorn the predicted frequency response over a wide 

frequency range (1.0 to 16.0 GHz) in Figure 4.6 that a parasitic harmonic passband with 

a very narrow bandwidth appears around f=ll.b GHz. This is conulbuted by the third- 

order resonant frequency of the central uniform line monator and degrades its high- 

stop filtering behavior. This problem will be solved through the attachment of a pair of 

open-end microstrip stubs in the shunt fom. 

Frequency f (GHz) 
Figure 4.6 Optimized frequency response of the prototype multi-pole bandpass filter. 



To verify our predicted results h m  its equivalent circuit m&l, the commercial HP 

Momenhun so@are is utilized for fullwave EM characterization of  the entire filter 

layout and optimal design of its ultra-broad bandpass behavior under the designated 

goal of much low retm loss within the dominant frequency passband. Due to its ability 

in automaticdly choosing the mesh number and freely choosing the rectangular a d o r  

triangular mesh configuration, this EM software is very puwerful for accurate 

simulation of the entire filter layout at the cost of long CPU time and large CPU 

memory. 

1.0 GHz freq 15.0 
Trac&: Backside Aperture D=S. Om,L=4.9m,Mi=2.5mm 

Figure 4.7 Prodicted frequency response of the prototype bandpass filter with the same 

aperture width (Wa=25mm) as in Figure 4.4, h m  the HP Momenrum. 



As for the filter layout as illustrated in Figure 4.6, it takes us about 4 to 5 hours per 

kquency so that the simulation of its frequency response over the wide Erequency 

range (1.0 to 15.0 GHz) is completed by spending about two days or 40 to 5û hours. It is 

basically caused by an increasingly large number of non-uniform rectangular and 

triangular meshes, which are separately chosen to represent the electric cwrent density 

over the strip conductor and the equivalent magnetic current density over the backside 

aperture, respectively, at the two different layers. 

Figure 4.7 shows the predicted frequency response of this microstrip bandpass filter 

with the completely same dimension as that optimized with its circuit mode1 as 

illustrated in Figure 4.4, in which Wa=2.5mm. This result is obtained from the HP 

momentum software and illustrates the reasonably similar configuration to that in 

Figure 4.6, over the wide frequency range. 

However, we can observe some visible difference between them. The lower and upper 

cutoff frequencies of the dominant passband are found from Figure 4.7 about 3.7 and 

9.0 GHz as compared with 3.8 and 7.8 GHz in Figure 4.6, showing the slight shift-up of 

its passband. Furthemore, its return loss (Sr l )  just achieves the maximum value of 

about -8.2 dB with only two poles within the passband. 

B y lwking at the three groups of model-based frequency responses in Figure 4.5@), it 

may be attributed to the t w  tight coupling of the AC-PCML section. It is caused by the 

free choice of non-uniform mesh configuration over the two-coupled strip conductors in 

the HP Momentum rather than our model based software. In thîs case, the electrïc or 

magnetic current density dong the transverse orientation of these two nanow strip 

conductors or backside aperture can be accurately simdated to take into account the 

AC-PCML's coupling behavior. Otherwise, the parasitic hannonic pas-band appem so 

small to be ignored in this simulation. 



1.0 GHz f req 15.0 
TraceB: Backside Aperture D=S .Omm,L=4.9m,k=2 .bu 

Figure 4.8 Optimized frequency response of this bandpass filter with aperture width 

(Wa=2. Imm). 

Next, the optimization design is canied out by suitably adjusting the aperture width 

(W.) towards the realization of much low r e m  loss with the dominant passband. In our 

simulation, we find that the retum loss ( S I I )  inside the pass-band at first fails down and 

then rises up again with three or four poles as W. is narcowed. Figure 4.8 is the 

optimized frequency response of this band-pass filter in the case of Wa=2.lmm, 

showing the very similar filtering behavior as in Figure 4.6. Hem, we can clearly 

observe the four band-pas polcs within the pass-band and a parasitic harmonic pas- 

band aroundfi11.9 GHz. 

Also, its maximum S I l  achieves about -16.0 dB much better than -8.2 dB in the initial 

simulated results as in Figure 4.7. In the following, we will focus our attention on a 



possibility of suppressing the spurious harmonic passband by attaching a pair of 

capacitively open-end microstrip stub into the line resonator. 

4.5 Concept and Model-Based Design of Improved Band-pas Filter 

As well known in the microwave engineering, harmonic resonant frequencies of a 

uniform microstrip line resonator are approximately equai to two or three times of its 

fundamental resonant frequency. To implement the suitable adjustment of its resonant 

frequency spectrum, the non-uniform line resonator has been well found as one of the 

powerful candidates a few years ago by forming the strip configuration with changed 

width ancilor attached stub. 

In this case, a specific non-uniform microstrip line resonator, called by "stepped 

impedance resonator" (SIR), was presented and applied for the design of a parallel- 

coupled stnpline bandpass filter with a wide upper stop-band and a good hmonic 

suppression. This line resonator is made up of cascaded transmission line sections 

having different characteristic impedance. This arrangement is made to shift up its first- 

order harmonic resonant frequency by suitably choosing the impedance ratio of two 

different line sections. As a result, this SIR allows realizing well a broad rejection-band 

between its fundamentai and spwious harmonic pas-band in the filter. 

According to the extensive characterization and physical investigation of the prototype 

bandpass filter in the above section, we can understand in depth that the first hanonic 

passband in our filter is atûibuted to the third-order resonant frequency of the line 

resonator. In the meantirne, the useful dominant passband is formulated between the 

fundamental and second-order resonant frequencies. From the basic concept of the SIR 

bandpass filter, it is our purpose and also a critical point in the realization of a perfect 

bandpass filter to build up a non-uniform microstrip Iine resonator by separating at 

utrnost its second- and third-order resonant frequencies. 



(a) Iayout 

(b) equivalent circuit mode1 

Figure 4.9 Schematic layout and its equivalent circuit topology of the improved 

Bandpass filter with a singie capacitive-loaded line resonator. 

Figure 4.9(a) depicts the schematic layout of an improved AC-PCML bandpass filter 

with a non-uniform line resonator at its central part. This line resonator is constnicted 

by attaching in shunt a pair of capacitivel y open-end stubs at the central location of such 

a line section. Figure 4.9(b) is its equivaient circuit topology, in which such a pair of 

stubs can be perceived as an equivaient quasi-Iumped shunt capacitance Cs at low 

frequency and a capacitively hquency-distributed shunt susceptance ( ~ B s )  as the 

frequency increases to some extent, 



To our knowledge, the central location of this line resonator represents strictly the 

perfect short- and open-circuit terminals for the first-Ithird-order (odd-order) resonant 

modes and for the second-lfourth-order (even-order) resonant modes, respectively. The 

attachment of such a pair of stubs is expected to lower effectively the second-lfourth- 

order or even-order resonant frequencies while the first-lthird-order or ocidsrder 

resonant frequencies remain almost unchanged. 

Following its equivalent circuit mode1 as in Figure 4.9(b), we cm characterize its 

overall frequency response over the wide frequency range in an explicit and emcient 

format. FVst of dl, the input impedance (Y=) at the location of an shunt susceptance 

(jB.v), looking into one terminal (#I '), can be obtained as a function of Yo and (#+8yl, 

By considering the shunt susceptance VBs), the final input impedance ( Y i n )  at the 

terminal (#I), looking into the opposite terminal (#1') can be derived as below, 

Accordingly, the return loss (Str) and insertion loss (Sa) can be solved in tems of a 

simple function of Yin and Yu. On the other hand, the first-lthird-order (odd-order) and 

the second-lfourth-order (even-order) resonant frequencies of such a non-uniform line 

resonator can be obtained under the condition of the perfectly short-circuit and open- 

circuit terminals at the central location depicted above. They are satisfied with the 

following simple equations under the assumption of the AC-PCML's coupling degree, 

e. g., J=O. 



4+6 = n n  (odd-order modes: n=l ,  3) (4.6) 

) + 6 = *n - ion'($] (even-order modes: n=î,  4) (4-7) 

From Equation (4.6) and (4.7), we can understand well that the attached stubs reduce 

the second- and fourth-order resonant frequencies as the capacitive susceptance ~ B s )  

increases and hardly give any influence on the first- and third-order resonant 

frequencies. Next, we make a further investigation on this resonant behavior according 

to the simulated frequency response of the whole filter layout with different stub length 

(S) under the weakly coupled case. 

Figure 4.10(a) and (b) depict the predicted frequency response of the filter layout with a 

Fixed aperture as shown in Figure 4.9(a) venus three different stub lengths. They are 

obtained on the basis of an equivalent circuit topology as in Figure 4.9(b) for a 

relatively weak coupling, e. g., JccYo, which is arranged to demonstrate the complete 

frequency spectrum of the first four resonant modes for the non-uniform microstrip line 

resonator. Fint of dl, we observe that the first- and third- (odd) resonant frequencies, 

FOI and Fo3, remain stationary even though the stub length is extended to a great extent, 

which can be interpreted from Equation (4.6). 

Also, it is well valid in theory because the central location corresponds to a perfect short 

circuit with an extremely large admittance. Second, the second- and fourth- (even) 

resonant frequencies, Foz and FM, are found to simultaneously fall down towards the 

first- and third-order counterparts as the stub length (S) is extended. As a result, the 

rejection band of interest cm successfufly be tuned from 4.2 GHz to 7.0 GHz while the 

fundamental pass bandwidth drops dom significantly from 3.2 GHz to 0.8 GHz. Thus, 

the attachent of such a pair of capacitive stubs brings a possibility of realizing a bmad 

bandpass filter with a good harmonie suppression as well as easy-to-tune broad 



frequency bandwidth around 15% to 705, which can be roughly estimated from Figure 

4.10. 

Further, we can predict from its much low r e m  loss characteristic IS111c-20 dB in a 

weakly coupled case of the stub length S=4.8mm that the capacitive shunt stubs may 

allow us to greatly alleviate the strict requirement of an extremely tight coupling. It 

indicates us that such a compact bandpass filter can be designed with relatively nmow 

bandwidth (BWc70Q) and wide upper stop-band by using the relatively weakly 

coupling, e. g., JcYo. 

J Wa=l. Jmm 
D=5. Omrn 

Frequency f (GHz) 

(a) retum loss ( S M )  



- 
Freguency f (G&) 

(b) insertion loss (S21) 

Figure 4.10 Redicted frequency response of the filter layout with different stub length. 

Now, let's turn to the optimal design of a four-pole band-pass filter with a single stub- 

loaded resonator through the equivalent circuit as in Figure 4.9(b), towards the 

realization of much low retum loss within the dominant pass-band and dso good 

harmonic pas-band suppression at the upper-band, 

Figure 4.11 presents the optimized frequency response of this stub-loaded bandpass 

filter with the stub length (S=2.08mm) over a wide frequency range (1.0 to 15.0 GHz). 

It shows us an excellent broad band-pass behavior with the bandwidth of about 60% and 

the return loss of 1S1rl c -30 dB. Also, the four-poles can lx clearly observed h m  

Figure 4.1 1. In this case, a spurious harmonic pass-band with an extremely namw 



bandwidth appears mund f=l4.0 GHz, exhibiting a much wider up-band of rejection 

with the bandwidth of BW= lm%, regarding to its central operating frequency fo=6.0 

GHz. 

\ Circuit Mode1 
I 

Frequency f (GHz) 

Figure 4.11 Optirnized frequency response of the filter layout with the stub length 

(S=2.08mm). 

To develop this band-pass filter with such attractive electrical features, HP Momentum 

software is M e r  utilized to simulate this entire filter layout by considering d l  the 

inter-coupling effects and also field distribution over the coupled-strip conductor with 

narrow width. The optimization design is then carried out towards the goal of much 

return loss within the broad pass and wide up-band rejection by suitably adjusting the 

central line length (L), stub length (S) and aperture width (Wu) in a slightly and 



simultaneously varied manner. In this case, our optimization procedure starts with the 

whole dimension of this filter layout as illustrated in Figure 4.11, except the backside 

aperture width (Wa=l.rCrnm), and then determines the layout dimension for filter 

fabrication. 

In the above model-based characterization and optimization of this band-pass filter 

using its equivalent circuit model as illustrated in Figure 4.9(b), the microstrip four-port 

cross-junction discontinuity at the central location of this filter is completely ignored, 

thereby leading to somewhat unavoidable influence on its predicted electrical behavior. 

After some numerical simulation is initially implemented using the HP momentum 

software, we find that the stub length (S) and the line length (L) should be 

simultaneously selected a little long and short as opposed to those as shown in Figure 

4.1 1. Such a choice is made to achieve the low return loss within the passband in the HP 

Momentum simulation. 

1.0 GHz freq 15.0 GHz 

(a) return loss ($1) 



Trace-: D=5. Om, L=2.94m1 S=2.36nmi1 Wa=l. 4fmn 
TraceB: D=5.Om,L=2.94mmI S=2.46m, Wa=l.h 
TraceC: D=5.Omm,L=3.04mI S=2.46m,P=l.h 

(b) insertion loss (S21) 

Figure 4.12 Simulated frequency response of the band-pass filter 

using the HP Momentum software: Group (1) 

Fig 4.12 presents the first group of simulated frequency response for the band-pass filter 

with different dimensions ( L  & S) under the fixed aperture length (D=5.0mm), marked 

by "Group (W. Tiuee different cases correspond to the Trace A (L=2.94mni & 

S=2.36mrn), Trace B (L=2.94mm & 2.46mm) and Trace C (L=3.04nim & S=2.46mm), 

respectively. Al1 the three simulated results exhibits the appearance of the broad 

passband behavior at the central frequency of about f=6.6 GHz and a harmonic upper- 

passband around f = I U  GHz. 

Also, we can observe that al1 the three return losses (Sr[) appear an asymmetrical 

frequency-related configuration within the dominant passband. By extending very 

slightly its stub length (5') from 2.36mm to 3.46mm. the maximum SII is found to fa11 



down from about -15.0 to -17.0 dB and its harmonic upper-passband tends to be shifted 

downwards to some extent. Figure 4.12(b) shows that the minimum insertion losses 

(S21) are better than -0.4 dB and appear around the upper frequency range within the 

passband, attributed to the limited Q-factor of the microstrip line. Othenvise, they have 

almost same fkquency-related configuration for al1 the three cases. 

1.0 GHz f req 15.0 GHz 
Trac&: D=5. Om,L=3. 12m, S=2.48m,Wa=l.h 
TraceB: D=5 .Omm,L=3.2h, S = 2 . 4 8 ~ , W a = l . h  
Trac&: D=S.Qmm.L=3.36m.S=2.48mm.Wa=1.4mm 

(a) retum loss (Su) 



(b) insertion loss (S?I) 

Figure 4.13 Simulated frequency response of the bandpass filter 

using the HP Momentum software: Group (II) 

Figure 4.13 describes the second group of simulated frequency response of this band- 

pass filter, marked by "Group (II)", obtained in the HP momentum calculation through 

the choice of the line length (L=3.12, 3.24, 3.36mm) under the fixed S= 2.48mm and 

Wa=1.4mm. As L increases, the bandwidth of the dominant passband tends to be 

slightly narrowed by about 2.0% from 65.0% to 63.0%. We can observe h m  Figure 

4.13(a) that the return bss (SI ! )  within the pass-band gains a visible irnprovement in 

achieving a g d  symmetrical shape and also in reducing its maximum value from 

about -17.2 dB to -20.7dB. Othemise, the spurïous pas-band seems to shift downwards 

graduaüy as L is extended. 



-- 

1.0 GHz f req 15.0 GHzA 
1.0 GHz f req 15.0 GHzB 

Best case: û=S .Onmi, L=3.36mm, S=2.48m,Wa=l. 4mm 

Figure 4.14 ûptimized frequency tesponse of this bandpass filter using the HP 

Momentum software 

To iake a close look at the best case of these frequency responses, Figure 4-14 plots the 

simulated result again with regard to the case of Trace C (L=3.36mm) as illustrated in 

Figure 4-13, As opposed to the optimized frequency response of the prototype band- 

pass filter in Figure 4.8, this optimized result exhibits that the attachent of such o pair 

of capacitive stub brings a great improvement in its whole filtering khavior. Its 

spurious upper-passband is significantIy shifted upwards far away from its dominant 

pass-band of out interest, showing the wide and deep spurious upband rejection. 

According to our above &scription, it can be well understood tbat such capacitive open- 

end stubs Iead to the enlargement of clifference between the second- and third-order 

resonant frequencies of the centrai line resonator. 



(a) upper-layer 

(b) bottom-Iayer 

Figure 4.15 Upper- and bottom-layer configration of an improved microstnp band-pass 

filter arranged for etching fabrication. 



To verify our optimized frequency response with several attractive featwes, a band-pass 

filter sample is fabcicated with the whoIe layout dimension determined by ow optimized 

design (Trace C). Figure 4.15 (a) and (b) show the upper- and bottom-layer 

configuration of this filter arrangeci for etching fabrication. Following the above 

description on the operating mechanism of prototype and improved bandpass filters, we 

can see from Figure 4.15 that the shortening of the central line section with the loaded- 

stub leads to the miniaturization of the whole filter layout. It also allows us designing 

and developing the size-compact and lowçost microstrip bandpass filter with several 

distinct electrical behaviors as shown above. in this case, the total length of this stub- 

loaded bandpass filter (D+L+D=13.36mm) is much shorter than its guided-wavelength, 

that is, about 0.7&0, at the central frequency offo=6.lGHz. 

************ 

, 

Frequency f (GHz) 
Flgure 4.16 Cornparison of predicted and measured frequency response of 

the improved bandpass filter with completely same dimension. 



Figure 4.16 depicts the measured frequency response of the fabricated filter sample over 

the wi& frequency range (1.0 to 15.0 GHz), together with our optimized result (Trace 

C). This result is obtained through the use of the HP Network Analyzer under the easy- 

to-use full two-port caiibration procedure. First of dl, we c m  observe that both of them 

show a good agreement for its entirely bandpass configutation with the ultra-broad 

pass-band and the wide upband rejection, providing an excellent proof for our 

proposed band-pass filter and our optimized results from the HF Momentum simulation. 

Figure 4.16 shows that a minimum insertion loss (S21) is achieved at -0.6 dB in our 

measurernent against our predicted value of about 4.4# and its pass bandwidth tends 

to be narrowed to a very small extent. Our measured return loss ( S I I )  is found about - 
16.0 dB at maximum, a little higher than our predicted value of -20.0 dB, which is 

mainly caused by a slightly asymrnetncal configuration in its return loss ( S I I )  as 

illustrated in Figure 4.16. This visible difference may be attributed to the small error of 

our fabrication tolerance and also the difficuft-to-guarantee strip conductor 

configuration in ow etching fabrication. 

In this work, an apemirecompensated parallelçoupled microstrip line (AC-PCML) 

structure is applied for innovative design of a new class of size-miniaturized, mdti-pole 

and broadband microstrip band-pass filter. At fmt, wwe show that the AC-PCML itself 

exhibits its fiItering behavior with two poles in the case of J>Yo. Subsequently, a 

uniform line section is brought between the two AC-PCML sections to constniçt a 

prototype layout of the proposed band-pass fiIter. The operating mechanisrn of this filter 

is explained and its fiequenc y response is optimalIy designed to exhibit a muIti-pole and 

broadband filtering property- The multiple pofes are contributeci by the first- and 

second-order resonant modes of the line resonator, as well as the tight coupling of the 



two PCML, e.g., J=Yo. Our results show a ultra-broadband and Cpole bandpass 

behavior with BW>7û% & (SIIIc-15dB. Furthemore, a pair of capacitive open-end 

stubs is attacheci at the central location of this line resonator to effectively tune resonant 

frequencies of the second and fourth-order harmonies. hproved version of the band- 

pass filter with a single capacitive-loaded line resonator is designed to show its 

attractive features such as low return-loss (c-20 dB), wide upband of rejection 

(>100%) and bmad bandwidth (60%). Our measured results are in an excellent 

agreement with our predicted results over a wide fiequency range (1.0 to 15.0 GHz) and 

the fabricated filter shows ISt1Ic-16dB & IS21(>-0.6dB within the pass-band BW=M)%. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS 

In the present Master's thesis, an aperture compensation technique has k e n  proposed 

and applid for design of low-loss microstrip low-pass filter and miniaturized microstrip 

broad band-pass filter. With a backside aperture on the ground plane underneah the 

strip, the aperture-compensated mianstrip line (AC-ML) and aperture-compensated 

parallel-coupled mimsîrip line (AC-PCML) stnictwes are studied for the realization of 

high impedance and tight frequency-distributed coupling behavior, respectively. 

In the beginning, the electrical performance of traditional ML and PCML structures is 

quantitativeiy characterized by some wellestablished closed-form design equations that 

show their drawbacks such as high conductor loss and relatively weak coupling. By 

keeping the strip width electrically large (W=0.2mrn), this low-loss AC-ML structure is 

characterized into an equivalent circuit modei with one series reactance and two 

parasitic shunt susceptances. Those extracted parameters indicate chat a wide aperture 

allows reaiizing a good microsîrip series reactive elernent due to its high impedance. On 

the other hand, the AC-PCML structure is extensively studied over a wide fiequency 

range in terms of a unified equivalent J-inverter circuit model. The extracted parameters 

exhibit its exiremeiy tight coupling behavior (J>Yo) and dso its frequency-dependent 

periodici ty. 

Next, a five-stage microstrip low-pass filter is formulated by linking two AC-ML, 

sections together with three wide ML sections in a cascaded manner and its low-pus 

behavior is anelyzed and optimdy designed by using its equivdent circuit d l .  The 

whole filter layout is then simulated with the HP Momentum sofhuare and further 

optimized by slightiy adjusting some of filter dimensions. Also, a filter sample is 

fabricated and measured to verify the predicted results for the retum loss (Sri<-I5dB) 



within the low-pass band and minimum insertion loss (S2i=-25dB) in the high-stop 

band. 

On the other hand, the proposed AC-PCML structure is applied for the reaiization of a 

new miniaturized, muhi-pole and broadband microstrip band-pass filter. By inserting a 

uniform line section in the two AC-PCML sections, a prototype band-pass filter is 

formulated and characterized to investigate its opetating mechanism in terms of its J- 

inverter based topology. Its Frequency response is optimally designed to exhibit its 

multi-pole and broad filtenng properties. The multiple-pole broadband filtering 

behavior is contributed by the first- and second-order resonant modes of the line 

resonator, as well as the tight coupling of the two PCML, e.g., J=Yo. 

Then, a pair of capacitive openend stubs is attached to this line resonator to tune 

resonant frequency of the second and fourth-order harmonies. This improved band-pass 

filter is designed to show its attractive features such as low retm-loss (<-20 dB), wide 

up-band of rejection (>100%) and broad bandwidth (60%). Our measured results rn in 

excellent agreement with our predicted results over a wide frequency range (1.0 to 15.0 

GHz) and the fabricated filter shows (Sr r 1 <-16dB and (32 I l>-0.6dB within the pass-band 

B W=6O%. 

With the inmasing development of the three-dimensionai (3-D) fabrication technology 

such as LTCC (Liow-Temperature Co-fired Cerarnic) and M(H)MICs, it can be expected 

that the aperture compensation technique proposed in this research is very useful for the 

realization of multilayered microstrip integrated circuits with low-cost, low-loss, high- 

quality and size-rniniaturized electrical and geomeüical features. Also, the newly 

proposed operating mechanism of the multi-pole broad bandpass filter can be funher 

extended to constxuct a new class of miniaturïzed andor light-weight band-pass filters 

with adjustabIe bandwidth and good harmonic suppression using other planar and non- 

planar msmission iine structures as well as waveguide structures. 




